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Don't Take Traffic Costs for Granted
by SERGE P. NEPRASH

T

HIS ARTICLE IS, FOR T H E MOST PART ,

directed at those companies that have

traffic departments and traffic managers, who are doing what appears to be
an adequate, if somewhat pedestrian, job. Where do these companies begin in
adopting a dynamic, critical approach to the rising transportation cost problem?
Let us deal first with the internal factors involved, since they can be dealt with
more quickly and more directly with optimum results. Then we can discuss the
external tactors, those involving contract and common carriers.

I N T E RN AL FACTORS

Control of Purchase Terms Involving Freight
A major aspect of the matter of proper payment of freight has to do with
control of purchase terms involving freight, such as "minimum freight allowed,"
"freight equalized with nearest competitor," "f.o.b., cars," "f.o.b., warehouse,"
etc. with endless variations. It is expensive to assume that the accounts payable
department, merely because it becomes the repository of the purchase order copy,
vendor's invoice and receiving report, can be the final authority on the amount of
charges or allowances due or charged by the vendor. In some instances, invoices
devoid of freight factors are automatically passed for payment when, in fact,
significant freight allowances should have been granted. In encountering a complicated reconciliation between purchase order f.o.b. terms and invoice freight
charges or allowances, are you prone to equivocate by stating, "Let's see what
they did on the last invoice ?" If so, don't. Instead, use the services of your
traffic department. Its personnel should be equipped to get to the root of situations like these and come up with the valid answer.
When faced with reconciliation problems such as mentioned above, my company, The Armstrong Rubber Company, has found that, through use of the
carrier's delivery check (also known as the consignee's memo) as the control
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instrument, our problems were minimized. The first year the system was used,
$15,000 in freight debits were recovered at one plant alone. It works like this:
1. The receiving department attaches the delivery check to the receiving report and relays the two to accounts payable.
2. Since the delivery check is an exact copy of the freight bill, it
shows the actual shipping point (not vendor's home or billing
office). The shipping point is matched to the f.o.b. point specified
in the purchase order.
3. If the points agree, the documents are filed and cleared when the
invoice from the vendor comes in. If the shipping point does not
agree with the purchase order point, the documents are taken to the
traffic department for computing the freight charge or allowance.
4. When the vendor's invoice arrives, the freight charged must be as
pre- figured by the traffic department or a freight debit is sent to
the vendor.
5. Any freight charges on vendors' invoices, not reconcilable by the
above, are sent to the traffic department for its approval. For an
accurate review the traffic department must have the freight bill,
the purchase order copy, as well as the invoice.
Audit of Freight Bills Before Payment; Old Bills
In any discussion of freight charged by carriers, it is important to emphasize
that the audit of freight bills before payment should be done as intensively as
possible. At Armstrong, we cannot afford to underplay this responsibility for,
over a year's time, we average an eighty -cent reduction on each of the many
thousands of freight bills we audit. Another more diversified rubber company
averages a dollar reduction per freight bill. Let's face it —you check, verify,
audit and extend every purchase invoice you receive from a vendor. Is it consistent to slough off a $500 or $1,000 freight bill in a routine manner just
because it is rendered by a regulated carrier? The answer is obviously "No,"
yet many, many companies do just that. Keeping in mind that (1) the countrywide freight rate structure is complex; (2 ) a carrier rate clerk rates many hundreds of commodities under pressure, at night mostly; (3 ) carriers have a high
rate of rate -clerk turnover, implying inexperience; and (4 ) no carrier can possibly know an individual company's rate structure as well as the company itself
should —all these factors clearly indicate that a company can effect real savings
by catching the inevitable carrier overcharges before payment.
At this point, we should dispose of the oft - repeated refrain, "All carriers are
regulated and their rates are the same, so why worry about close scrutiny of
freight bills." This statement is true insofar as it refers to class (or highest)
6
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rates, which move only about 10 per cent to 12 per cent of our country's
tonnage. As tonnage and regularity of movement build up, a company gets into
exception (or lower) ratings. Then, as the tonnage build -up accelerates, commodity (or lowest) rates should be obtained. Thus, if your freight bills are
simple to audit and at a high rate level, somebody is taking the easy way out.
The lower rates, if obtained, do, it is true, complicate your audit job for the
more exception and commodity rates you get, the more tariff publications must
be kept on file to properly apply a rate and the more apt the carrier's rate clerk
is to apply, in error, the simpler (i.e., higher) rate.
This leads us into the matter of re -audit or outside audit of old freight bills.
Your old freight bills for a statutory period of two years after billing date have
a commercial value, as almost anyone who has used a reliable outside auditing
agency can attest. Old freight rate "sharks" don't "fade away "; they end up
with audit specialist agencies, which use every angle imaginable to squeeze the
last drop of claim potential from a freight bill. These overcharge claims, when
paid by carriers, are usually split 50 -50 between the principal, which is you, and
the audit company. This is a perfectly legitimate enterprise and should be taken
advantage of, particularly since the industry using these facilities has nothing to
lose, as the splitting of the claim is the only charge. Not only does the audit
company ferret out the carriers' errors but it will furnish tariff references and
legal "pegs" so that you will not make the same mistakes in the future. You
get back the bills that are not used in entering claims.
Consolidation Program; Shippers' Association; Own Equipment
There is nothing more remunerative in a traffic department's activity than an
effective consolidation program. This is particularly true of companies with predominant shipping or buying patterns on a less- than - carload basis. Consolidation, which is the pooling of several small shipments into a carload or truckload,
takes immediate advantage of a transportation rule -of -thumb which states that
the volume rate (full carload or truckload) is approximately one -half of the
less - than - truckload or less- than- carload rate. Not only does pooling of smaller
shipments into consolidation produce lower transportation charges but, also,
significant improvement of service can be effected as the combined shipment
moves forward on a truckload or carload basis rather than the usually slower
less -than- carload or less- than - truckload service.
Carrier rules provide that volume shipments can be stopped off at points intermediate to destination to complete loading or to partly unload. Assuming your
stop -off or consolidated truckload, for instance, covers an outbound shipment
AUGUST , 1958
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of finished products (although consolidation is equally as effective on the purchasing of raw materials) and you have a cluster of small orders at one of the
destinations, do not overlook the possibility of using a cartage agent for local
distribution. His facilities for prompt deliveries at low local rate cost still provide ample opportunity for service at lower overall rates than direct less -thantruckload rates. Emphatically, on a normal shipping pattern, it is not extreme
to expect that an efficient consolidation program can reduce overall transportation costs at least five per cent.
Many companies are turning to the new device of joining a shippers association as a means of holding the line on rising freight costs. Companies which
cannot effect consolidations of their own can now pool their freight with other
cooperating companies to effect the volume economies not heretofore available to
them. Set up under an exemption of the Interstate Commerce Act, these associations, operating on a non -profit basis since they return to their members any and
all savings effected, provide for their members many of the same services that
freight forwarders perform. In the absence of available associations, some companies have taken it upon themselves to start joint - loading operations of this
nature. Opportunities for cost reduction in this realm are so pronounced and
it is a device so relatively unexplored, that it is the opinion of the writer that,
within five years, these associations will control major blocks of tonnage in our
nation's flow of commerce.
In any situation in which your major markets coincide geographically with
your major sources of supply or raw materials, you have a natural possibility
for owning or leasing your own private trucks. A guaranteed return haul is the
key to such an operation and savings of 35 per cent to 40 per cent below
common - carrier charges are a regular occurrence under return -haul circumstances.
With the advent of truck - leasing companies, the headaches of maintenance, taxes,
licenses, and registrations are minimized. However, it must be remembered that,
in inaugurating a private truck operation, the company involved must (1)
answer the primary business test of the U. S. courts which stipulates that any
such private operation must be in the furtherance of the company's business
and (2) the driver must remain under the absolute control of the company,
preferably on the payroll as a regular employee. Any deviation from these two
points exposes you to charges of invasion of the field of contract or common
carriage without an Interstate Commerce Commission or State Public Utilities
Commission certificate.
Naturally, there are many other factors involved in this area of internal traffic
cost control but, since it is not our intention to be all- inclusive in this article,
we will touch just briefly on some of these additional factors. They are:
8
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1. Development of natural cooperation between traffic and other company departments, particularly purchasing. The latter is singled
out because practically every component part of the purchase order
has its transportation overtones, i.e., routing section, f.o.b. points
related to freight allowances and charges, optimum weights of
purchases related to freight rates, inbound consolidation potential
and sources of supply related to cheapest freight charges.
2. Weighing by receiving department of inbound raw materials, particularly high value products.
3. Insistence on vendors supplying materials in unit -load packages of
2 0 0 0 to 4000 pounds each for ease and economy in unloading and
internal handling.
4. Establishing procedures for use of over, short and damage reports
to be filled out by the receiving department immediately upon
receipt of damaged or partly lost shipments. This document
becomes very useful to purchasing, accounts payable and traffic
departments, since it is their signal for action in re- ordering material, holding up or changing vendors' invoices and initiating
carrier inspection and /or claim payment.
5. Cutting down the number of carriers picking up outbound shipments. This device can increase the amount of freight shipped
each day without incurring any additional cost in the shipping
department.
6. Organizing the traffic department so that your traffic executive
will have the time to implement a research and planning program
necessary for significant transportation savings.
EXTERNAL FACTORS

Preliminary to expanding on the external factors involved in effecting transportation savings, it should be noted that it is in this area, i.e., relation of the
industry to the carrier, that the cumulative experience of the traffic executive
comes to the fore. Since the faculty for properly timing rate reduction applications, gauging the proper rate levels, ability to negotiate, and knowledge of
carrier and Interstate Commerce Commission rate processes should all be part
of the makeup of the trained traffic man, management should take a good,
long look at the man they have in this key spot to see if he fills the bill, at
least in these several respects.
A U G U S T , 19 5 8
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Minimum Weights; Carrier and Commercial Competition
Since, in our examination of the external factors involved in transportation
cost reduction, we are dealing with the company and its relation to the various
modes of transportation, a logical place to start would be to suggest that you
review the weights at which you are receiving your carload or truckload rates.
It would be appropriate to ask yourself the question, "Are we actually loading
all we can into a car or truck and can we achieve lower charges through reduced
rates by loading more than heretofore required by the carrier tariffs?" For
instance, if your commodity, either finished product, inbound raw materials or
components, moves at a rate of $1.25 per 100 pounds at a tariff required minimum weight of 24,000 pounds, or $300 for the haul, and if circumstances
permit you to load 30,000 pounds regularly, there exists a good possibility that
your carriers will consider lowering the rate to, let us say, $1.10 concurrent
with establishing a new minimum at 30,000 pounds. In this way, you will not
only lower your unit transport costs, but the carriers will boost their load
revenue to $330.
On the above example, carrier competition enters the picture —and whole
volumes can be written about the effect of competition on rate - making. In other
words, if you were moving your material via truck at the 24,000 pound minimum and found that the 30,000 pound level was proving satisfactory but your
trucker was balking at the proposed rate reduction, you can bet the rails will
be interested! Since the highway mode seldom wants to lose tonnage to the
rail mode, mere mention of your thinking of using the rails will yield results
for your company. A word of caution here —the trucker's average size is much
smaller than the average railroad, and the trucker tends to rely on key shippers,
of which you may be one. Keep in mind that you will be much better off with
a healthy, financially sound trucker, service -wise, claim payment -wise, etc. Hence,
rate reduction requests should be tempered to this objective. Reliance on large
shippers goes for the railroads, too, but not to the same degree.
A natural concomitant to carrier competition is commercial competition, since
it, too, is a major factor in rate - making. As all common carrier rates are required by law to be published in tariff form, you should not only have the
proper tariffs in order to check rates charged you by your own carriers, but you
should get to know the rates charged your competitors. In the absence of overriding cost factors, regulatory bodies have held that, with similar tonnage and
regularity of movement, competing industries should receive similar rate levels
on like commodities. Suffice it to say —know what rates your competitors are
paying, for it is almost a certainty they know what you are paying. For instance,
10
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synthetic rubber was being shipped to New England via rail -water -rail from
Texas at special 100,000 pound carload rates. The best level from Louisiana
via the same mode was 70,000 pounds. Application to remove the discrimination resulted in an equalization at the 100,000 pound level and lower rates
from Louisiana. As an example of competitive scrutiny, any freight reduction
on tires from Armstrong Rubber in Connecticut is watched, and matched, by
U. S. Rubber in Massachusetts, and vice versa, because, as competitors, neither
can afford to have the other gain a competitive cost advantage to any of the
tire markets.
Use of Contract Carriers; Storage in Transit
Carriers differ to the extent that, whereas common carriers are forced by law
to do business with anyone who calls for their service within the scope of their
operating rights, contract carriers pick and choose to the extent that they can
enter into bi- lateral contracts with any company the business of which fits into
their operating scheme. The writer recalls, during his early days with Armstrong, reviewing a list of major raw materials used by his company. He noticed that several of these materials were shipped from Akron, Ohio, and knowing of several contract carriers hauling between Ohio and New England, he
met with them, established a reasonable level of rates and thereby reduced his
company's freight costs on these several commodities by 25 per cent. There
exists a Contract Carriers Conference in the American Trucking Association in
Washington, D. C. which, for a reasonable charge, will conduct research in
uncovering the contract carrier who, conceivably, can perform a service for you
at lower rates than can, or will, a common carrier.
One of the most neglected devices in the realm of traffic is the use of storage in- transit. Although scattered use in relationship to trucks is known, storage -in
transit is primarily used in conjunction with carload routings. Its rules state
that, in shipping out of storage, only the remainder of the through rate from
origin point to destination shall be charged, provided the storage point is directly intermediate in the origin- destination route. Storage under storage -intransit is permissible for up to a year before reshipment. As an example of
how the rates work, if a company in New York contemplated distribution in
the South, yet lacked warehouse space at the point of production, it could
store at Richmond, Virginia and pay "freight in" at a dollar per hundred
weight. Assuming later shipment to Charlotte, North Carolina, at a New York
City -to- Charlotte rate of $1.25, the remainder of the freight is charged at
twenty -five cents per hundred weight under the storage -in- transit arrangement,
A U G U S T , 19 58
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plus a storage -in- transit charge by the railroad of ten cents per hundred pounds.
Without storage -in- transit and still assuming storage at Richmond, the shipper
would have to pay the local Richmond - Charlotte rate of seventy -five cents
per hundred weight. Thus, the savings would be the difference between the
through rate, plus storage -in- transit charge of $1.35 per hundred weight, and
the combination of the two local rates of $1.75, or a dear saving of forty cents
per hundred weight.
Storage -in- transit becomes useful for raw material storage, particularly when
local space becomes tight around the production facility. An example of this
use by the Armstrong Rubber Company at West Haven, Connecticut, indicates
the potential. Tire cord fabric bought from Ohio carries the same rate to West
Haven as to Bridgeport, Connecticut, the storage point. At re- shipping time,
the remainder of the through rate is zero, and we pay only the storage -in- transit
charge of nine cents per hundred weight, thus saving most of the local Bridgeport -West Haven rate of twenty -five cents per hundred weight.
Fabricating or processing in transit are variations of storage -in- transit which
should be explored if you are in that type of situation. A conference with your
local railroad officials regarding storage -in- transit, or variations thereof, could
easily straighten out questions and details on this so- called railroad "privilege."
Other Opportunities for Traffic Economies
Even if the writer were qualified to do so, we could not possibly cover here
all of the avenues for the control of transportation costs which are available
through working with the various carriers. However, some additional areas are:
1. Using the qualified carrier sales representatives as a valuable
adjunct to your traffic department in such activities as tracing,
expediting, rate surveys and cost consultations on specific operating problems.
2.

Applying for commodity (or lower) rates predicated on tonnages
actually moving, tonnage building up, or prospective tonnage predicted on future shipments or shifting of sources of supply on
major raw materials.

3. Weighing of special equipment, such as hopper cars or trucks or
tank cars or trucks, after unloading, as a check on receiving procedures, and printed tare weights on the equipment.
4. Obtaining of free transportation of pallets or platforms when
loaded, since palletization provides incentive for faster loading or
unloading, giving carriers better turn- around efficiency on their
equipment.
12
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In conclu sion, the writer feels st r o ng l y t h a t tra ffic a ctivities a re
tra nsporta tion ec on om ie s effected a re im m ed i a t e tra nsfers fr om
in the co m p a n y 's ledgers.

such th a t a n y
cost to profit

In ot h e r wo r ds, a tra n spo rta t ion sa v ing of $10,000

in a 5 per cent ea r ni n g situ a tion, is equ iv a le nt to $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 in sa les. T h u s it
b e h o o v e s m a n a g e m e n t t o a sk it se l f wh e t h e r i t s tr a n sp o rt a t i o n e x p e r ts a r e a ssu m in g t h e i r pr o pe r d y na m ic , im a g i n a t iv e p l a c e i n t h e c om p a n y o rg a n i z a t i on wh i c h ,
in its ma ny va ried de p a rt m e nt a l br ea k do wns, finds itself m o r e a n d m o r e in
need of qu a lified a dvice a l on g the tr a ffic a nd tra n spo rta t ion line.

No mo r e c a n
the traffic ma n a g e r rema in con te nt to bu ry his hea d in a tariff or timet a ble all

day a nd "sta y ou t

of

pe op l e's wa y." I n p r o p e r l y p e r fo r m i n g h i s d u t i e s , h e h a s,

in an evolu t iona ry wa y, co m e to be d e p e n d e d o n fo r crucia l ma n a g eri a l decisions in the fields of dist rib u ti on, wa r e ho u sin g , pa ck a g in g, ma teria ls h a n d l i n g
a nd pla nt lo ca tio n.
T h e r e 's a g o l d m i n e in tra nsit a n d only t h e p r o p e r m i n i n g

will

pr oduce the

yi e ld !

THE THEORY vs. PRACTICE GAP IN TEACHING ACCOUNTING
by Robert G. Allyn*

I dean
N

A

RE CE NT

CONVERSATION

with

the

of a school of business, I learned
that education for the accounting profession on a collegiate level has not yet gained
complete recognition by the teaching profession. This is not startling. There are
still manv professors in the field of arts
and science and a few professors of other
business subjects who view accounting as
a subiect with essentially vocational objectives. They would prefer to see accounting taught only in the high school
commercial course or, at best, in a commercial business school. This limited view
of accounting and the mistaken conception
that it is co- terminus with bookkeeping,
is an expression of a more deep - seated
h at h us n s courses
are
notion
g enerall y
ant
of tsufficient
depthc ande. breadth
to be
* Chairman, Department of Accounting,
Canisius College, Buffalo, New York.
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taught in institutions of higher learning.
Perha ps the best answer to this wa s written
by Dr. Michael McPhelan, S. J. in an article, "T he Humanities and Education for
Business," in Collegiate Ne wi and Vie wr,
October, 1954. He wrote:
"Let us talk a little about business.
Not only can it be taught liberally
but it is clamoring to be taught liberally. It has more to teach better
worth knowing —in my judgment —
than much of Ho r a c e a n d S a p ph o .. . .
Business occupies much more of the
average man's life than does politics,
for example, and it has had an influence on human society as deep and as
steady as politics. It is, therefore, as
worthv of careful, scientific social study
as politics."
So much for business courses, in general, as subject matter worthy of the best
minds. What about accounting? Many
critics of its place in the college curricula,
13

unfortunately, come from the ranks of accounting. For them, it is a vocation, purely
and simply. No consideration is allowed
for the professional aspect of accounting
as exemplified, for example, by the work
and responsibilities of the certified public
accountant, the controller, the auditor, the
cost accountant, the systems analyst, the
tax consultant, to mention only a few specific and well - recognized areas in which
accounting is practiced as a profession. To
these can be added a great variety of situations in which accounting meets with
management on a high - level, policy -decision basis. W e have moved far beyond
the realm of bookkeeping and the clerical
functions accompanying accounting. However, rather tha n extend these idea s further
into the broader and certainly more important problems pre- occupying the accounting profession, let me confine my reflections
to a few very specific suggestions or questions.
1. The business school dean referred
to previously said tha t the colleges
have been teaching the same accounting courses for many years
without any apparent change in
content or method. The a nswer is
that this is not true. For instance,
the greater interest shown in the
problem of income determination
and the many implications to be
derived from the various interpretations of the nature of income has
caused a shift in the course content
of the accounting principles courses.
The impact of electronic data
processing has brought and will
further bring about changes in
courses in accounting systems. The
promulgation of standards for the
conduct of a n audit by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accou ntants a nd the greater use of
statistical sampling methods has
brought about fundamental changes
in auditing techniques and principles. Research studies by the
N.A.A. into such vital problems
14

as cost - volume -profit relationships
are making management more aware
of the role of accounting in the
management function. But there
is still room to add contributions
which give meaning to accounting
in relationship to the changes in
the business world, as seen through
the eyes of the professor and his
students.
2. Can the course content be improved
by substituting other problems for
those now common in course materials? Wha t are some of these
problems? The accounting profession should take the responsibility of advising the teaching profession as to its interests and its
needs.
3. In what manner and to what extent can the teaching profession
improve methods? How close a
relationship must or should there
be between classroom and office?
Perhaps teaching accounting should
be confined to the principles and
the theories with emphasis upon
broad - generalized objectives. Yet
we must not overlook the fact that
an accounting principle is a crystallized convention or business practice. The principles of accounting
as taught cannot remain too long
at variance with the practical application unless the principle is to
become sterile and meaningless.
4. How up-to -date are accounting text
books?
5. Practitioners with a bent for teaching, plus subjects which can be
taught to supplement the course
curriculum, would offer many advantages. At least they would
bring the practitioner in the classroom where he ca n see for himself
what the limitations are in bridging the gap between theory and
practice.
I appreciate the fact that the foregoing
points pose more questions than they answer. But perhaps our readers can supply
the latter.
N.A.A. B ULLETIN

Keeping Up-to-Date on "Lifo "
by BYRON.I. MABIE
HE BASIC CONSIDE RAT ION I N T H E VALUAT ION O F IN V EN T ORI E S I S COST,

but

T several accounting theories have been widely used in determining cost for

the purpose of pricing inventories. The most common of these methods have
been first -in first -out ( "fifo "), average cost, and last -in first -out ( "lifo "). Out
of these three methods certain acceptable variations have evolved. This has
been especially true of the evolution of methods under the "lifo" concept. This
paper attempts to set out and explain some of the "lifo" methods which are
being accepted, together with the problems involved in their adoption and
administration.
Over a period of time and out of tax court decision and subsequent amendment
of regulations has come three rather well- defined modifications of the "lifo"
concept of valuing inventories. These are ( 1 ) unit "lifo," ( 2 ) dollar value
"lifo," and (3) chain -index "lifo." All of these are being used in commerce
and industry today. They have been accepted by the Internal Revenue Service.
They are adaptable, in one of the three forms, to almost any business enterprise in which inventory valuation is a major concern.
Because of the bearing which inventory valuation has on profit through its
effect on cost of sales, it is imperative that a review should be made of all the
inventory valuation methods available to any tax- paying enterprise in order
that the best method may be selected. Another very important consideration is
the fact that once a method is selected, it must be used from year to year.
The Decision to Change to "Lifo"
The advantages which will accrue to a company considering a change to the
"lifo" method of valuing inventory must be substantial and significant in order
to merit the change. The stature of the problems spot - lighted by management
review certainly makes this fact apparent. In the first place, "lifo" requires
additional work. The method of inventory recording and costing currently in
use must lend itself to a change to "lifo" procedures without costly alterations
or the assumption of an undue clerical burden in maintaining "lifo" data.
B. L. MABIE, Rockford Chapter, 1952, is Manager of Cost Accounting and Production
Control at Eclipse Fuel Engineering Company, Rockford, Illinois. He has directed the
installation of cost and production control systems now in use at the California and
Canadian subsidiaries of his company. Mr. Mabie is a graduate of the University of
Illinois.
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Therefore, a decision to take any irrevocable step must be carefully weighed
between long -range costs of the change and long -range benefits to be derived.
However, because the decision to adopt "lifo" is related to future economic
trends, if it is believed that price index figures will increase substantially and
that a considerable portion of the increase will be permanent, it must be recognized that the adoption of "lifo" is at least an attractive consideration.
The stability of inventory is an important consideration. Reduction of inventory in high tax years might add income saved out of the business activity of
lower tax years. Also the liquidation of inventory due to any one of a number
of reasons might be a serious risk as in the case of involuntary liquidation
during a period of war. A special difficulty is measuring the performance of a
"lifo" company against non- "lifo" companies. A disadvantage may arise out
of the use of "lifo" when comparing the profit results of a "lifo" company
with the profit results of a non- "lifo" company. However, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled that the difference between "lifo" and "fifo" inventories
can be interpreted in published reports without penalty to the use of "lifo."
Moreover, if it is sound for one business within a similar group of enterprises
to elect "lifo," it may be found that many within the group will soon do likewise.
In summarizing the points bearing on the decision to adopt "lifo," it must
be realized that any enterprise must relate its position to its own portfolio of
problems, as they relate to future developments. In order to reap the major
benefit of "lifo" adoption (deferment or possibly a permanent saving of taxes),
the following conditions, which all pertain to the future, must be met after the
election has been made.
1. Prices must increase and a considerable portion of the increase
must be permanent.
2. Inventories must be maintained at the levels established at the
time of "lifo" election.
3. In the event of any inventory liquidation, tax rates must be the
same or less than those in effect at the time of "lifo" election.
4. Provided that a subsequent decrease in prices occurs, after initial
increases, the final decrease must not be to a point lower than that
in effect at the time of "lifo" election.
Unit Method of "Lifo"
In dealing with the unit method, we will employ a fictional case. The books
of the Hypo Company reveal the following inventory facts:
16
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Inventory
Jan. 1
Receipts —
Mar. 1
June 1
Sept. 1
Nov. 1
Totals

Unit tort
1.00

300 units

$300.00
330.00
575.00
840.00
750.00

1.10
1.15
1.20
1.25

300
500
700
700

Value

2500 units available to sell

$2795.00

Inventory—
Dec. 31

700
?
1800 units sold

=

?

Inventory at
cost
Cost of
Sales

Problem: To cost the inventory increase of 400 units and to add it to
the value of the 300 units comprising the inventory of January 1.
Under unit "lifo" there are three acceptable methods of determining the cost
of any inventory unit increases. The units of inventory increase may be costed
at straight "lifo," average cost, or "fifo' cost. Any one of these methods may
be selected to determine cost of additions but, once a method has been selected,
it must be used consistently from year to year. It may not be changed to obtain
a more favorable cost of sales at each fiscal year end.
If added units are costed at straight "lifo," the 1800 units sold during the
year are assumed to be the last units added to inventory or those purchased on
November 1, September 1, and 400 of the units purchased on June 1. The
beginning inventory, January 1, included 300 units. Therefore, the 700 units
comprising the ending inventory consists of these original 300 units plus the
300 units purchased March 1, plus 100 units of the June purchases which were
not sold. Inventory cost is computed as follows:
Inventory—
Jan. 1

300 units

at 1.00 —

Cost of additions
300 units
Mar. 1
1.10
June 1
100 units (not sold) 1.15
Total inventory cost
A U G U S T , 19 58

$300.00

330.00
115.00

445.00
$745.00
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If the added units are costed at average cost, the results will be:
Inventory —
300 units
Jan. 1
at 1.00 =
Cost of additions
300 units
Mar. 1
1.10 Average cost
June 1
400 units
1.15
1.125
Inventory increase 400 X 1.125 =

$300.00

450.00

Total inventory cost

$750.00

Under "fifo," the 1800 units sold are assumed to be composed of the oldest
and /or first received shipments, or 300 units received March 1, 500 units received June 1, 700 units received September 1, and 300 of the units received
November 1. Inventory cost is computed, as follows:
Beginning Inventory
Cost of Additions

units
at
400 units (not sold)
300

1.00

$300.00

1.25

500.00

Total inventory cost

$800.00

The cost of sales will be affected, as indicated, when amounts arrived at
above are substituted for the question marks shown in the first table.
It may be said, then, that "lifo" inventories consist of two elements, the
" lifo" base which is composed of the number of units on hand at the opening
of the base year of "lifo" election costed at the base year's cost and the increase
increment, which is the number of units of inventory increase. These are costed
by one of the above three methods and added as a separate unit of value to the
base value. Simply illustrated it is, as follows:
100 units @ base price =
(base year's opening inv.)

1.00

$100.00

1.10

11.00

110 units (base year's closing inv.)
10 units —base year's increase
@ increase price =
Total ending inventory —base year

$111.00

If the second year's inventory is composed of 125 units, then the "lifo"
computation might appear, as follows:
100 units (at lifo base price)
10 units (at 1st year's increase cost)
15 units (at 2nd year's increase cost)

1.00 = $100.00
1.10 = 11.00
1.30 =
19.50

Total ending inventory 2nd year
18

$130.50
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After adoption of "lifo" and regardless of which method is used to determine the cost of the increased number of units, (average cost, "lifo" cost or
"fifo" cost), under the "lifo" method the years, themselves, are on a straight
"lifo" basis. The inventory cost of the opening inventory at the year of adoption becomes a base unit of value to be applied against the like quantity of
inventory in every successive year. This unit of value is known as the "lifo"
base value. Every year thereafter this specific value is applied to a like quantity of units of inventory so long as the number of units on hand does not
decrease below the number on hand at the base year. The cost of any unit additions are maintained as separate and distinct elements of total increased inventory value, as shown in the sample illustration above. They are added as distinct units of total inventory —cost in each of the years in which they occur.
They are to maintain separate identity as long as they exist.
In the case of unit reductions, the value added in the most recent year is
removed first, the second most recent year's additions next, etc. as long as
annual unit reductions continue to occur. This process of elimination of previous annual additions, due to subsequent reductions in unit quantities of inventory, continues as long as subsequent unit reductions do not recede below the
quantity on hand at the time of "lifo" election. If further inventory reductions are made, then these reductions are costed at the original "lifo" unit
price. Such reductions result in the establishment of a new "lifo" base quantity
extended at the first year's opening ( "lifo" base) unit cost. Further reductions diminish the "lifo" base value to an even lower cost plateau.

in

Subsequent unit additions to inventory, after the establishment of a new
base quantity, are added as has been described and unit increases or decreases
are applied from this newly established base. To illustrate unit reductions
inventory with subsequent additions to a new base quantity, our illustration
continues:
3rd year's inventory = 105 units
100

units (base year's opening inventory
base year's price)

5 units (at base year's increase)
3rd year's inventory value

1.00 = $100.00
1.10 =
5.50
$105.50

The value of the 15 units added in the second year has been removed, as have 5 of the 10 units added in the first year.
A U G U S T , 1958
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4th year's inventory

1.00 —

90 units at base year's price

90.00

All subsequent additions are gone plus 10 of the units included in
the first year's base. The new base quantity is 90 units at $1.00, the
"lifo" unit base price.
5th year's inventory — 115 units

New base quantity 90 units
5th year's additions 25 units

1.00 ( "lifo" base price)

90.00

1.35

33.75
$123.75

The fifth year's additions are added to the newly established base
of 90 units as previously shown.
Dollar Value "Lifo"
The dollar value method of "lifo" valuation of inventories is now available
to both commercial and industrial taxpayers. In general, this method involves
a dividing of the different items which comprise the total inventory into several groups, each having related inventory characteristics. The aggregate dollar
amount of each group is used as the basis for measuring relative inventory
quantities within the groups, without making any direct comparison of the
number of units of inventory items in the beginning and ending inventory of
each of the groups. Since the aggregate cost of all of the items within each
group at ending inventory is compared with the aggregate cost of all the items
within each group at beginning inventory, considerable thought must be given
to the items to be included within the aggregate of each group.
If items included within the several groups are not related in physical aspects
or if the price trend of some items within a particular group does not vary
in the same manner as the other items included, considerable distortion might
occur. It is for the above reasons that good accounting practice requires that,
to properly apply the dollar value method of "lifo" valuation, inventories must
be classified into homogenous "lifo" groups. After this division of inventory
items or components has been made and all items to be included within the
several "lifo" groups have been completed, procedures must be established to
ensure the inclusion of such parts within their home "lifo" group in every
inventory listing thereafter.
In order to establish and administer the dollar value "lifo" method, a number of steps must be observed. First, divide the inventory into related homo20
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genous groups as described above. Prepare a listing of all of the items within
each group. All segments of inventory need not be included in the dollar
value "lifo" computation. A management may elect not to include certain
items within the computation because of economic or convenience reasons.
However, good practice would adequately describe items not included. Second,
price the items within the groups at the beginning cost. Total the extensions
to obtain the aggregate dollar value of each "lifo" group. This is the group
dollar value or the group "lifo" base and will be used for future inventory
valuation purposes. At the end of the first year after adoption of dollar value
"lifo" and at the end of each year thereafter, the items in the inventory are to
be classified in accordance with the group listings. New groups may be added
as required. Also certain items within existing groups may not be present at
either the beginning or ending of any given year, but this may not seriously
affect the aggregate dollar value of its total mixture of items.
As a third step, measure the change in price level for the year on the aggregate dollar value of all the items within each group. In order to determine
this "price relative" factor, it is necessary to double -price each item in the
ending inventory. Extend the number of units of each item on hand in each
group by the unit cost at year end and the unit "lifo" base price (the unit
price of each item which was applied to the original "lifo" inventory in the
second step). The fourth step is to compute the "price relative" increase or
decrease by dividing the total of each "lifo" group ending inventory extended
at ending prices by the total of each "lifo" group ending inventory extended
at "lifo" base prices.
Compute any dollar value increase within, each group, as revealed by a net
increase in the aggregate quantity of dollar units within the group. This
fifth step is accomplished by subtracting the opening inventory, extended at
the "lifo" base price, from the ending inventory extended at the "lifo" base
prices. Any resulting remainder will, of course, reveal the current year's increase in the aggregate dollar value of all the units included within the group.
Since the increase occurred during the current year, it must be reflected in the
current year's inventory at current cost. This current cost is obtained by multiplying the "price relative" factor obtained in Step 3 by this dollar value
increase expressed at "lifo" base prices. If the double extension of opening
and ending inventories at unit "lifo" base prices reveals a decrease in the
aggregate dollar value of all of the units within a given group, this decreasq
must be subtracted from the last previously added increase to this specific
group. This procedure conforms to the principle explained earlier.
The sixth and final step in dollar value "lifo" procedure is to determine
A U G U S T , 19 58
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the amount to be added to the "lifo" reserves for each of the "lifo" groups.
It has already been stated that it is necessary to double -price every item within
each of the inventory groups, first at the unit "lifo" base prices and second at
the year end prices. From the group ending inventory extended at ending
prices, it is necessary to subtract the sum of the inventory extended at "lifo"
base price and any increase derived by the application of the price relative
factor, as set forth in Steps 4 and 5. Each year's additions so derived are segregated and must maintain a separate and distinct identity. A useful computation work sheet for determining group dollar value "lifo" computations is
illustrated in Exhibit 1.
D O L L A R V A L U E G R O U P "L I F O " I N V E N T O R Y C O M P U TA TI O N
GROUP NO.
T
DATE
D E S C R I P T 1 O N ; S TE E L - p l a t e - • h e s t - b a r e - t u b e , - • t r u c :wrealtdem -e nbto• l l-s ,P tr uebs isnegd -b of ai lber ri chaet ea dds s t- e teal nbkas i l-e tr a sn hk e el ln,d s- s [e e l

3.

52 4 9 , 8 4 6 . 12
H : g i e m f n g i n _ n t o r y at "l i f o " b a s e p r i c e •
E n d i n g f ws o t o r y a t ' I l t o " b , s e p r i c e •
277 , 5 13.70
32 3 .5 26 .8 5
E n d i n g i n ve n t o r y a t e n d i n g p r i c e •
" Li f o " C o m p u t a t i o n
1. C o m p u t e "l i t o " p r i c e r e l a t i ve .

4.

En dl n i n v. p s n d i n
rice•
E n d i n g / n v. a "l i f o " b a p s p r i c e s

3 2 3 ,5 2 6 4 8 5
Z7 7 , 5 1 3 . 7 0

.

32 , 2 6 0 . 4 0

Ad d t h e a m o u n t c o m p u t e d k S t e p 3 t o b e g i n l i n g i n ve n t o r y a t "l i f o " b a s e . Th e r e s u l t i t
t h e "l i f o " i n ve n t o r y va l u e a t y e a r e n d .

1 .1 6 6

m

C o m p u t e d o l l a r va l u e i n c r e a s e
e ac h gr o u pi f an y . S u b t r a c t b e g i n n i n g i n ve n t o r y a t "l i f o be
f r o m e n di ng i n _ n t o r y a t "l i f o " ba s e

1. 166
.

27 , 6 67 . 5 8

5.
..

"L i f e " C o m p u t a ti o n (
t ' d)
Ap pl y p r i c e r T a E r _ Y e r f o tr o a n T c r
e
oo bc tcai
n
e
d
f
o
S
t
e
p
2
.
(
O
m
i
t
i
f
n
o
i
n
c
r
e
a
u r r e d , o r i f a d e c r e a s e o c c u r r e d . )s e

$2 7 7 ,5 1 3 .7 0
2 4 9 ,8 4 6 . 1 2
27,667.58

Su 6 t r a c t t h e "l i f o " i n ve n t o r y va l u e o b t a i n e d i n
St e p 4 f r o m t h e e n d i n g i n ve n t o r y a t e n d i n g
p r i c e s . Th e r e , o l t i t t h e a m o u n t a d d e d t o
t h e "l i f o " r e s e r v e .

$2 4 9 .84 6 .1 2
32 ,2 6 0 .4 0
2 8 2 , 1 0 6. 9 2

f3 2 3 , 5 2 6 .8 5
2 8 2 ,1 0 6 . 5 2
41,420.33

EXHIBIT 1

Chain Index "lifo"
Chain index "lifo," a modification of straight dollar value "lifo" has been
developed to comply with "lifo" requirements in companies which have inventories of a constantly changing nature. When it is understood that the basic
requirement of the dollar value method of pricing "lifo" inventories requires,
as an essential step, that an index be developed which relates current costs to
those of a previously adopted base year, it will also be understood that a very
significant problem exists if it is sought to relate the value of shifting or
changing inventories to such a base.
A toy manufacturer might manufacture steel toys in one year and subsequently, because of defense requirements, be forced to manufacture toys of
wood. A manufacturer of optical supplies might manufacture spectacle frames
and temples in plastic and subsequently, because of style changes, manufacture
these items of gold -filled metal. A department store might liquidate the items
comprising the inventory of a given department and replace the inventory
22)
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with entirely different items. The shifting nature of these inventories would
present problems within the previously discussed application of dollar value
"lifo."
A chain index of relative values may be employed to resolve the difficulty.
It is derived, as folows:
1.

Each year's inventory is priced first at the year -end costs and then
at the immediately preceding year's costs.

2.

Beginning at the year following the base year, this process is applied to each year's ending inventory up to the point in time for
which the index is desired. By this process, a separate index,
representing the cost change from the previous year, is derived for
each of the years included.

3. All of these individual indexes are then multiplied together. The
product is a chain index, which is comparable to the direct index
derived under straight dollar value "lifo."
The "lifo" chain index is a good estimate of the direct index when certain
conditions exist. If there is no change in either the relative quantity or relative costs of items included, then the chain works very well, but where a change
in either relative quantity or cost occurs, the index for any given year may be
LIFO DIREC T IND EXES

It e m
b

Base

Wool
Cotton
S ilk

lo t

2nd

3rd

Un it s
c
150
300
450

Wool
Cot ton
S ilk

50
400
250

Wool
Cot ton
S ilk

150
1500
900

Wool
Cotton
S ilk

150
300
1300

Ba s e Ye a r
Unit
Price
e

IN V E N TO R Y V A L UA TI O N
A t Ba s e
At
Cu rr en t
Ye a r
Prices
Price
1
g
c x d
c x e
300
1, 2 0 0
4,500
- 6. 0 0 0

$

100
2,000
3, 2 5 0
j 5, 3 5 0

;

$

300
22 , 5 0 0
91 9 0 0
;32, 700

;

j

j

j 2
4
10

j 2
4
10

j

j 2
5
13

;

$

; 2
15
11

j 2
4
10

2
4
10

; 2
4
10

;

2
4
10

300
1, 2 0 0
13, 0 0 0
;14, 500

Dire c t
In d ex
h
t+ g

300
1,2 00
4,500
6, 0 0 0

1. 000

100
1, 60 0
2, 5 0 0
j 4,200

1.274

;

Ye a r
a

Curren,
Unit
Price
d

300
6, 00 0
9,000
;15, 300
300
1, 200
13,000
;14,500

2. 1 3 7

1. 00 0
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greatly distorted. Unless some subsequent offsetting shift occurs, this distortion will remain as a permanent distortion within the chain index. Subsequent
shifts will continue to cause additional deviations to be incorporated into the
chain. Also any undiscovered errors in computation, which might accidently
occur, will remain as permanent distortions, hidden within the chain.
Monitoring the Chain Index
Exhibit 2 illustrates the derivation of a direct "lifo" index for a group of
products over a period of years. It will be noted that the unit price of the
items included within the group have, in the third year, returned to their base
year values. This is also reflected by the direct index in the third year. It will
also be noted that, during the years included, both the relative costs of the
items and relative quantity of the items within the group showed marked
changes. These conditions, exaggerated for illustration, point to the fact that
the direct index does not deviate in its revelation of the true relationship between costs in the base year and each of the subsequent "lifo" years.
LIF O C HAIN IND E XE S

•

V24

=

300
1,20 0
4,5 0 0
- 6,00 0

300
1 ,2 0 0
4,5 0 0
T -6 , 0 0 0 t

- - -- - --

400
25 0

2
5
13

2
4
10

2 nd

Wo o l
150
Co t t o n 1500
Si l k
90 0

$ 2
15
11

$ 2
5
13

300
2 2 ,5 0 0
9,9 0 0
$3 2,70 0

$

3rd

150
Wo o l
Co t t o n 300
Si l k
1300

$ 2
4
10

$ 2
1s
11

$

300
1,20 0
1 3 ,0 0 0

$

1 4 ,5 0 0

$1 9,10 0

$
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5,3 5 0

$

$
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$ 1 ,6 0 0
2,5 0 0
$ 4,20 0

Direct
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from
Ap p en d i x A
j

-_ _
(B a se )

1 .0 0 0

1 .0 0 0

1 .0 0 0

1.27 4

1 .2 7 4

1 .2 7 4

2.136

2, 1 37

2.1 3 6

1.6 2 1

1 .0 0 0

$

$

$
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Co t t o n
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$
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CHAIN IND E XE S
Ne rt
P re ced ing
Cu r re nt
Year
Year
Il
h
i

Wo al 1 5 0
Co t t o n 300
Si l k
450

--

W;-"

Uni t s
c

-

It s b

INV E NT ORY VALU AT IO N
At
At N e r t
Cu rr ent
P re ce di ng
Co s t
Year Cost
f
g

-

Year
a

Cu rr ea t
Uni t
Price
d

Next
P re ce di ng
Y e a r ' s Uni t
Pric•

300
7,500
11,700
$1 9,50 0
300
4,5 0 0
1 4 ,3 0 0

EXHIBIT 3

Exhibit 3 illustrates the derivation of a "lifo" chain index for the same
products, relative quantities and relative costs used in Exhibit 2. Here, however,
a chain index is used to relate these costs to those in effect in the base year. It
will be noted, however, that the chain index indicates for the third year that
the costs of the items within the group are more than one and one -half times
the costs in the base year, while the actual fact is that they are exactly the same
as the base year costs.
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Because chain indexes computed in the manner described above are subject
to distortion in either direction, a method of detecting both the direction and
extent of the distortion is necessary. Since it may be difficult, costly, or actually
impossible to obtain a direct index by double costing every item within shifting
inventory groups, the sensible alternative is to select a statistical sample of the
items within the group and to develop an estimate of the current -to -base -year
cost index by pricing the items in both current and base year costs. Here the
problems involved in double pricing are reduced in magnitude and cost to a
point where the function becomes reasonable to perform.
It may be said that good accounting practice would suggest the adoption of
the following principles in the use of chain index "lifo ":
To satisfy the requirements of good accounting procedure, a direct
index monitor should be derived to measure the quality of any
"lifo" chain index. This monitoring index should be composed of
a statistically sound sample of the "lifo" inventory.
2. Until such time as the Internal Revenue Service officially recognizes and accepts the theory of chain index "lifo," or until individual specific use of it is accepted, it seems imperative that an
annual direct index monitor of the chain must be derived.
3. Wherever the results obtained from the use of a chain are substantially different than those obtained from the use of the monitoring direct index, the difference must be set out or else the
method of double costing the entire inventory at base year costs
and at current costs must be accepted as necessary in order to use
the dollar value method of valuing "lifo" inventories.
1.

WHAT IS YOUR TRUE AND AVAILABLE PROFIT?
by Sterling L. Smith*
H E RE C E N T RESEARCH RE PO RT O N DEP REC IATION

(N.A.A. Research Series No. 33)

T is interesting and provocative. It is good to see so much space and consideration given
is

low

percentage of the respondto useful new ideas (although disappointing to see such a
ents really interested in these ideas). In this generally stimulating context, it startling
to see one statement which is likely to prove most discouraging to those just approaching
the problem of writing into accounts and statements depreciation which is adequate to
cope with inflation. (And deflation, too, if it ever comes persistently.)
On page 13, we read, "In order to provide a source of funds for replacement of
facilities, adequate depreciation charges must of necessity be deductible." But the report
almost immediately explains how replacements are provided otherwise, including retained
after -tax profits. Some of us feel that a clearly- understood and applied depreciation policy
+ Manager, Cost Department, Palmetto Service Corp., Greenville, South Carolina.
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would make for a safer financial structure and a better understanding of this entire problem, not alone by accountants and management bu t importantly also by the public and by
governments.
An example or two may help to empha size this. Let us first take quite an "innocuous"
example, of a company with a fairly good profit and with depreciation only moderately
important (as manufacturing operations go):
Sales
Costs — except Depreciation
Depreciation based on cost
Net Profit Before Income Taxes (Conventional)
Income Taxes (5 5% of $170,000)

$1,000,000
$780,000

50,000

830,000
$170,000

94,000

Net Profit After Ta xes (Conventional)
Depreciation added for inflation

$76,000
30,000

Net Profit After Taxes (True and Available)

$46,000

Relative to sales, the 5 %v Depreciation is low, 7 .6% Net Profit is fairly good (it will
yield 15.2% on Net Worth if turnover is a fairly- typical 2 times) —and a 60% inflationary
adjustment of depreciation is moderate where depreciation is no more important than
in this case. Yet this adjustment reduces by 4 0 % our idea of the amount of profit available
for dividends and expansion of the business.
Even the government now a cts in the belief tha t the ma n who sells his house for twice
what he paid for it 15 years ago, and then has to put all his money back into an equivalent
old house a cross town, has not rea lly made a profit. He has merely received more chips,
but "somebody" cu t the value of the chips while the ga me wa s going on. (Uncle Sam,
of course, but he won't admit it.) Even the government knows tha t what it called an
income tax in this case until 1950 was actually an expropriation of capital. So far, business
ha s not been a ble to muster enou gh votes to get this same capital expropriation corrected
in business. And ma y it not be simply because we ha ve kept ou r own and everyone else's
eyes closed to the facts?
But should we let governmental unwillingness to face the facts —for perfectly understandable selfish reasons —keep the blinders on ourselves? Most mana gements today have
the intuitive feel of "something rotten" about the stated profit figures. They refuse to
pay ou t more than 60% of earnings— sometimes much less, particu larly when they want
growth. And even then, they find they have to borrow sizeably for much expa nsion.
Back to examples —cut the conventional pre -tax profit on sales to 10% and then?
$45,000 conventional Profit shrinks by two thirds to only $15,000. If the proper depreciation were then $50,000 instead of the original $30,000 —the apparent profit of $45,000
is really a dissipation of assets (a loss) of $5,000.
Isn't it worth seeing what our figures look like in this light? And then telling our
stockholders and the world about it?
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Realizing Cost Objectives
Governed by Profit Objectives
by GEORGE J. WACHHOLZ
of the impetus received by cost accounting during
World War II was the recognition by corporate management of the
values and benefits which could accrue to a company from accurate cost information. A negative result of the same period was the emphasis on production,
with costs a secondary consideration. This sadte philosophy carried over into
the postwar period when, due to the shortage of goods to supply the demand,
it was possible to increase prices sufficiently to cover costs, portions of which
were actually unnecessary. However, under the pressure of increasing competition and due to continual improvement in costing techniques, these unnecessary costs have gradually been reduced and there has been continual improvement in the development and application of standard cost procedures. However,
have we gone far enough? Have we, for example, keyed our standard costs
to profit results or have we taken the viewpoint that, if the cost standards were
met, the results would be satisfactory?
Budgetary control procedures have been improved during this period and
have received much broader acceptance. Again, have we been satisfied with
performance if actual expenditures were within budget limits, without regard
to profit results? Direct costing is a more recent development which has received broad acclaim. No doubt this technique has provided an important
analytical tool, but has it satisfied the requirement of the profit objective? All
of these techniques are important tools of the cost accountant. However, in
our drive to attain cost standards, I am afraid we too often lose sight of the
real objective, to make a satisfactory profit. When we seek to reduce standards,
the same fault appears. To eliminate all costs would put us out of business!
The objective should be to administer our expenditures in the ways which
will result in the maximum profit to our companies. To accomplish this, we
should have a definite program establishing as a prime objective a profit target.
Insofar as costing techniques can be utilized to reach this objective, they have
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a definite place in the program. The steps of such a program would be to
(1) establish a profit target for the company, (2) develop current year profit
and loss forecasts, (3) develop "programs for profit," and (4) prepare accomplishment reports for each of the programs.
A Profit Target for the Company and Divisions
In a multi- product or multi -plant company, the profit targets should be
established for each division within the organization. They should be considered long -range targets and, consequently, should not be changed frequently,
even though they are not attained currently. Further, for new divisions of the
company or newly- acquired subsidiaries which may currently be showing a
small profit or even be in a loss position, progressive targets should be established over a 3 to 5 year period. However, in every instance, the ultimate
profit target should be established at the outset. Progressive targets during the
period are to serve merely as a definite plan toward the ultimate profit target.
The importance of establishing the ultimate target at the outset is to avoid the
inference that, whenever there is improvement, the target objective is raised.
Inasmuch as these targets are considered long -range profit targets and are not
changed frequently, it should be obvious that, in setting these, no allowance is
to be made for cost increases, due either to material price increases, labor rate
increase, or any other cost increase. Any such deterioration of profit margins
must be offset by changes in product formulations, manufacturing processes
and procedures, or through price increases on the company's products. In
establishing the profit target, we should give consideration to the following:
1.

The rate of return on
capital employed.

2. The patent position of
the product.
3. The utility of the product

4. The market to be served.
5. The method of merchandising
the product.

Obviously, if we take all of these factors into consideration, the profit target
for each of our companies or for various divisions of a multi - divisional company, will not be the same. However, they should all be ambitious targets,
providing a fair return on capital employed as well as a good profit margin
on sales. They should provide a real incentive for improving profits yet be
possible of attainment under normal conditions. Coupled with the profit target should be the requirement to increase sales of the company or the division
by broadening the market for its products or developing new products for new
markets. Profit targets properly established should avoid the acceptance by
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management of low profit margins over an extended period of time, by requiring operations to be adjusted to return profits that will meet profit target
objectives.
After taking into consideration the above factors, the profit targets should
be in terms of a percentage of sales, for ease of administration with operating
personnel. Ratios to sales are more readily understood, and thus provide a
common unit of reference. It will be noted that the approach does not allow
for any changes in the profit margin due to fixed costs' inflexibility with sales
volume. Of course, these costs must also be controlled in relation to sales
volume if the profit objectives are to be met. It is only the method of control
that is different. The changes in stand -by or fixed costs must be a result of
management action rather than direct result of changes in volume. Plant
capacity may have to be sold, subleased, or retired in order to accommodate a
lower volume of sales. Similarly, supervision may have to be reduced, due to
a smaller work force requiring less supervision. Other services may likewise
have to be reduced by management decision. Admittedly, this is a difficult
task, but it is a responsibility which must be met if we are to attain our profit
target. Naturally, consideration must be given to whether the reduced volume
is a short -term or a long -term situation.
Current Forecasting and Its Relationship to the Target
To supplement these profit targets, a current year profit and loss forecast
should be prepared. The forecasts should represent the current year plan of
operation. These forecasts need not be detailed expense budgets but should
provide for planned costs in each cost area of the company, to support anticipated sales volume. For any particular year of operation, the profit and loss
forecasts will not necessarily result in the profit target for that company or for
a division of the company. There may be circumstances in any one period which
preclude the attainment of the profit target in that particular period. This
should, however, not deter us from ultimately reaching our target objective.
We must remember that these profit targets are long -range objectives and the
fact that they are not met currently does not change the objective.
The forecasts include divisional costs over which the division has direct
control and also allocated charges of staff departments or purchased services
from other divisions of the company, resulting in a net profit before taxes for
the division. Staff departments would include functions which are operated
on an over -all company basis as a service to the divisions instead of a direct
function within each division. Representative staff departments might include
A U G U S T , 1958
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legal, accounting, engineering, and laboratory. Functions operated as staff
departments will no doubt vary between companies. The staff groups within
the company should also be required to prepare forecasts of their operations.
Inasmuch as these staff groups are set up to service the divisions, they do not
have a direct profit responsibility. However, on an over -all company basis,
they should be expected to operate within the limits of an established per cent
of sales. The allocation of staff charges to divisions should be on the basis
of effort expended within each of these staff groups for the respective divisions of the company. The cost accountant should coordinate the profit and
loss forecast for the division or company. This means that the various areas
of information must be scheduled and schedules maintained in order to develop
the forecast in time for management's review.
The key figure in the profit and loss forecast is the sales forecast. This is
an extremely important figure, due to the fact that all subsequent forecasts of
cost must take into consideration the sales volume to be serviced. Therefore, the
sales forecast, originated by divisional or company sales management, should
be reviewed by the division general manager, compared with sales history of
the division or company, and checked against published statistical indices in the
business area that these products serve, to determine its reasonableness. Also,
preliminary approval should be obtained from the management of the com-
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pang and the forecast returned to the division and the accountant for the cost
and profit forecast. These should be made cooperatively by the members of
the division management committee (each member preparing the forecast of
cost in his particular area of operation), coordinated by the cost accountant
and reviewed by the general manager. Exhibit 1 is a pro forma of the forecast statement indicating the cost areas for which forecasts should be made.
No greater detail than this is required by the management of the company.
The forecast is intended to create an atmosphere in which the divisional personnel in each area, cordinated by the general manager, will feel free to manage so as to attain the profit objective of the division. Further, it is intended
to avoid the inference in any cost area that a budgeted amount of money is
available to spend without regard to what happens to anticipated sales volume
or profits. The forecast represents spending levels to sustain the forecast sales
volume, and these spending levels must be adjusted if the forecast sales volume is not attained. The detail of the forecast information within the division,
or within any specific cost area, is determined by the requirements of the
operating personnel.
The profit forecasts should be reviewed with the top management of the
company as the plan of operation for the ensuing year. These reviews are
invaluable in bringing together divisional and top management on the common
subject of profit objective. As a result of these review meetings, the forecasts are either approved as submitted or returned to the division for change
and modification. In any event, the forecast is ultimately approved either as
submitted or as modified, and becomes the plan of operation for that division.
When all of the divisional forecasts have been completed, the accounting department should prepare a consolidated profit and loss forecast for the over -all
company, including subsidiary operations.
Moving Nearer to the Goal Through Programs for Profif
It is not enough to establish profit targets or even profit and loss forecasts
without having a more definite plan for reaching the goals so established. An
approach which has proven highly successful is the development of specific
programs for improvement in profit. This approach, as contrasted to the cost
reduction approach, avoids the negative attitude generated by the suggestion of
cost reduction. In some cases, it is actually necessary to spend more money in
order to improve profits. The programs- for -profit approach keeps operating
people thinking in terms of doing things better. They find areas of improvement, develop specific programs, and chart the progress. The general objective
of this approach is continual improvement. Exhibit 2 illustrates the way in
A U G U S T , 1958
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which the program is formalized. The illustration brings out the following
key factors:
1. What are the potential
4. When will it be comannual savings?
pleted?
2. What is the general
5. Who has primary
objective?
responsibility?
3. When was the program
6. Who has supervisory
started ?
responsibility?
7. What are the current year's savings or costs?
PR OG RA M FO R PR OF I T ( Co st C on tr ol F il e :
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EXHIBIT 2

The evaluation of the effect of these programs on the profit and loss of the
division or the company should be made by the cost accounting department.
Management has a right to expect these results to show in the bottom line
profit and loss figure and it is the responsibility of the accounting department
to trace them into the respective profit and loss statements. Consequently,
evaluation made outside the accounting department cannot be accepted.
These programs for profit should be followed up with Accomplishment Reports (Exhibit 3) for each program. These reports should be prepared periodically during the life of the programs. Their frequency must be determined by
how closely the progress of the programs is to be followed. Quarterly accomplishment reports would seem to satisfy these requirements in most cases.
Besides their primary use in keeping up to date on the progress of each program, the reports provide an important tool to the accountant in the analysis
of the profit and loss statement. They serve to separate the improvement in
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EXHIBIT 3

profits due to programs from cost increases whicli may be experienced during
the same period. The accomplishment report should be carried for four quarters
beyond program completion dates to assure that the benefits of the program
have been permanently established.
This program, we feel, will be substantially more successful as a voluntary
program, contrasted with a directive. It should be presented to operating personnel as a tool which they can use on a voluntary basis as a program for
profit improvement in contrast to arbitrary cost reductions. This approach
provides for the cost accountant to work with operating personnel in developing programs to solve problems, rather than issuing critical reports after the
action has been taken.
The programs for profit provides an important communication channel between top management and line people, particularly in the larger company.
The approach is designed to give recognition to those having primary responsibility for carrying out the programs, which is an important factor in the
success of any program. Its greatest merit, though, is alignment with the
profit objective. Arbitrary cost cutting is not the road to improved profits.
It could lead to no costs and no business. We must spend money to make
money. The objective must be to spend wisely, so that we may return the
maximum profit to the company. Profit improvement is not a 'one- shot"
emergency measure. It is a wide variety of actions taken throughout the
organization by everyone, with the objective of making the entire organization more efficient from top to bottom. In order to accomplish this, supervisory
operating personnel must be tuned in to the over -all profit results of the business. This suggests that, although such personnel may properly concentrate on
specific responsibilities in particular areas, they must also recognize an over -all
reponsibility for the ultimate profit results of the company or of the division.
This further suggests a commitee approach to many operating problems which
overlap responsibility lines. The objectives must be a balance of all factors to
maximize profits.
A U G U S T , 19 5 8
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Role of the Cost Accountant
The cost accountant should be a key -man in such a program as is described
here. He is in the best position to evaluate the cost effect of changes in products, processes, or marketing plans and locate the greatest potential for profit
improvement. He can provide the most effective expense control procedures
and can best determine the effect of any program on the bottom line profit
and loss figure. In order to provide this service, he must be qualified beyond
the field of accounting. He must have a general understanding of all areas of
the company's operations, including manufacturing, research and development,
engineering, distribution, and administration. He cannot assume a directing
attitude but must work with operating personnel, assisting them to make decisions, giving them tools they want rather than those he thinks they should
use. He must at all times be objective in his approach and, finally, he must
sell his services to operating personnel by convincing them he can be of
assistance to them in reaching their objectives.
There are many forms of company organization within which a cost accountant
may have to work. It seems to me that to attain the maximum effectiveness, he
should operate as a staff service rather than within a line organization. There
are several advantages to be gained from such a staff status. It places him in
a better position to make objective evaluation of programs and plans. Further,
and particularly in the larger company, it gives the advantage of close contact
with his associates in an area of common interest. He will receive the close
supervision of top accounting personnel, which would be absent if he were
reporting directly to the division. In a larger company, staff status also enables
him to take advantage of highly mechanized data processing methods and procedures.
Because he must work with management in all cost areas, the cost accountant
must have a general knowledge and grasp of all phases of the business. In
the manufacturing area, he must have a thorough understanding of the manufacturing process and be sympathetic to the problems encountered in this area.
At the same time, he must not just accept explanations of cost changes but must
continually press for objective solutions to problems. He is in a position to
discern and point out to manufacturing supervision areas of greatest potential
for cost or profit improvement. Here is where cost standards are perhaps already more used and accepted than in any other area. However, in some cases,
it may be necessary to change these standards in order to attain the profit objective of the company or division.
In research and development, the cost accountant is in a position to assist
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the technical director to direct the efforts of the laboratory personnel to the
most productive areas. He can assist the director in evaluating the balance
between quality and cost. Further, he must work with the latter in evaluating
the effect of formula changes or modifications on the total cost of the product,
as an indication whether consideration must be given to a price change. In
plant engineering, he is in the best position to evaluate the effect of plant
changes or modifications, and the economics of expenditures for additional plant
t acilities.
There are still other areas. Distribution costs have probably been neglected
by the cost accountant more than any other type of cost, yet these costs are
substantial in many companies and the progressive cost accountant can make a
major contribution to control of costs in this area. He can provide the evaluation of the various methods of distribution to enable management to select the
most profitable means. The cost accountant is also in a position to evaluate
the effect of price changes on profits, considering the probable effect on sales
volume. He can provide product cost information to indicate to management
possible need for price changes or whether certain products should be dropped
from the line altogether. Here he must point out to management that, for
every product that is priced to return a profit which is lower than the profit
target, another product of equal volume will have to be priced similarly higher
in order to accomplish the profit target.
Basically, in all of these areas of manufacturing, research, sales and administration, the cost accountant should provide a service and information before
the fact, rather than to issue critical reports after the fact. This, however,
must be done without taking the initiative away from division management
personnel. Finally, he must provide the analysis of the profit and loss results
of the business which will enable management to reach its objectives by
identifying problem areas and initiating programs to solve these problems. If
he has limited himself to the preparation of cost information without a tie -in
with profit results, he has relegated himself to a clerical function within the
organization. However, if his work is keyed in to the profit objective and
results of the company and he operates with that attitude within the organization, he has definitely gained a place for himself and his function on the
management team.
Keeping the Approach Positive
The plan which has been outlined provides for the establishment of profit
targets, current year profit and loss forecasts, "programs for profit," and
accomplishment reports. It provides an objective approach to reducing costs
A U G U S T , 19 58
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and avoids the negative reaction usually associated with cost reduction. It
places management in a position to analyze the entire problem and its parts,
to develop a program to solve the problems, to chart the progress of the program, to accomplish the programmed contribution to profits and, finally, to
attain the ultimate profit objectives of the company.

HOW T O HELP YOUR BANK TO HELP YOU
by O. K. Johnson, Jr.*
ANx LOANING

OFFICERS

are frequently asked to provide funds on short notice to

acceptable borrowers. Whether the requested loan is secu red or unsecured, it is still the
B
bank's wish to look at a borrower's financial picture, which is usually prepared by his
accountants. When time is of the essence in a credit request, the following points, if
kept in mind by the borrower, may help him get especially fast service. They apply,
of course, to all credit requests and should be a part of any borrower's financia l reporting:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Supply the lender with financial statements and operating figures for at
least the last five years, including current figures. These show us general
trends, size of the operation, and profitability.
Provide a flow of funds statement or reconciliation of working capital.
These allow the bank, even in the fa ce of a static ea rnings picture, to determine whether profits generated by the business and non -cash charges
were used in "proper" fa shion. Although capable of such analysis ourselves,
we find a presentation by the accountant familiar with the affairs of the firm
most useful and, in many cases, more accurate than our own work. "Proper"
use of new funds includes allocations to fixed assets, reducing long run liabilities and, of course, general increase in working capital.
Render a reconciliation of net worth. In the usual situation, where profits
are added to earned surplus, minus dividends, there is little difficulty in
understanding net worth changes. However, when material changes are
made in stated capital, treasury stock, or complicated stock dividends,
with unusual capital adjustments take place, such analysis can be helpful.
Supply a percentage analysis of profit and loss statement figures. It is
helpful to show items in the profit and loss statement as a percentage of
net sales. This aids materially in quick inspection of the profit and loss
statement with an eye to established proportions.
Mention contingent liabilities and hypothecations. Businesses will occasionally fail to show contingent liabilities or the fact that such items as inventory
or accounts receiva ble a re pledged in whole or part to secure loans. Seldom
is the omission intentional. However, we frequently know of such items
and their absence may not only raise doubts but cause extra work in arriving
at the proper figures, with an expense in time.
Turnover ra tes are helpfu l. A footnote showing tu rnovers of such items as
accounts receivable and inventory in terms of days is appreciated. Such
turnovers are not only useful to the company itself, but, again, allow the
bank easy comparison with suggested norms.

All of the above items are especially useful to banks when financial statements are
supplied to supplement urgent credit requ ests. They will help us give even faster service.
* Assistant Vice - President, American Bank and Trust Co., Racine, Wisconsin.
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Historical vs. Current Cost
As Depreciation Bases
by WILLIAM C. FLEWELLEN
has probably caused as much controversy as any
D other single aspect of accounting.
The controversy has ranged from that
EP R EC I A TI O N A C CO U N TI N G

concerned with whether depreciation should be considered as cost, which was
not decided until the early years of the twentieth century after the tax advantages
had become apparent, to the current controversy concerned with rising price levels.
Rising price levels, coupled with high tax rates, have caused accountants, economists, managers, workers, and governmental agencies alike to become concerned with questions about the proper basis for depreciation accounting. Once
these interested groups became aware of the problem, their attempts to arrive
at the most useful solution have been continuous.
During the inflation of the 1920's the question became the subject of more
and more controversy, as evidenced by its increasing appearance in literature
in the various fields. During the 1930's its prominence in the literature of the
public accounting profession waned appreciably but the academicians, in their
journals, continued to discuss the various bases that might be used, as well as
the advantages and disadvantages of each, and the governmental regulatory
agencies and courts kept up interest throughout the 1930's with their numerous
and important public service company rate -base cases. As prices began to increase with the starting of World War Il, the problem assumed importance
of the first rank and received a lion's share of the attention given to accounting
problems by all of the interested groups. The relatively new power of labor,
especially the power to demand and obtain a greater share of revenues, by no
means contributed to lessening of interest in the problem as labor leaders enthusiastically joined in the controversy.
The Problem and Proposed Solutions
The importance of the broad problem and its parts cannot be overlooked.
Depreciation accounting affects, to a more or less degree, every enterprise in
the economy. As prices increase and the purchasing power of the dollar deDR. W ILLIAM C. FLEWELLEN,

Birmingham Chapter, 1957, has been Assistant Dean and
Professor of Accounting of the School of Commerce at the University of Alabama since
1947. Dr. Flewellen is a graduate of the University of Alabama and Columbia University.
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creases, the effects on reported profits of the use of one basis for depreciation,
as compared with another basis, may become material. Estimates have suggested
that the variation in depreciation charges that results from use of different
bases is to be counted in billions of dollars.,
The crux of the problems is which of the suggested bases should be used
for depreciation accounting. Should it be historical cost to the present owner or
replacement cost or cost adjusted to reflect the purchasing power of the dollar
or reproduction cost new less depreciation, or some other basis? The accounting
profession appears to be generally agreed that historical cost is the most useful basis. The statements of those who prefer a basis other than historical cost
indicate that there is disagreement upon the selection of a substitute. Even those
who stoutly agree that historical cost adjusted to reflect the purchasing power of
the dollar is the proper basis do not agree on the concept of purchasing power
that should be reflected. Should it be general purchasing power as reflected by a
wholesale index or a cost -of- living index or should it be purchasing power in a
specific area as reflected by specific indexes of construction and /or producer
goods of various types? Should replacement cost be based on replacement of
similar assets or on replacement with the most efficient assets presently available?
Advocates of each method can be found.
Are all assets to be replaced and, if not, how should depreciation charges
based on replacement cost be computed for these assets? Does management,
as has often been maintained, act in ignorance of the effects of fluctuating
price levels? Is capital dissipated through ignorance and will our economy grow
weaker and lose the vitality that is essential in a world of conflicting economic
and political ideologies? Is the Government destroying private enterprise by
taxing capital under the guise of an income tax? And is the business enterprise
being treated equitably under the income tax laws if it is not allowed to recoup
the cost of replacement or the cost, in terms of current purchasing power, of its
assets if revenues permit? There appears to be no end to the controversy as it
rolls like a snowball gathering snow, pushed up the hill of rising prices by high
taxes.
Economists have not yet agreed upon the proper basis for depreciation
accounting although many of them appear to agree that the basis should not
be historical cost to the present owner. Their arguments against the historical
post basis cover many pages of recent literature, as many as are covered by their
arguments for any one of the several other bases that they individually believe to
be best.
1 Sumner Slichter, "Profits in a Laboristic Society," Company Testimony before Presidential fact finding board, Steel Industry Case, August, 1949.
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public

Management has, on occasion, complained bitterly of the effects of the use
of the historical cost basis but has continued to use that basis, no doubt influenced by the attitude of the accounting profession and the regulatory governmental agencies as well as the internal revenue code. Labor has staunchly upheld historical cost but, since its entry into the controversy as a major power,
prices have generally been rising. It will be interesting to review the position
taken by this interest group if prices decline appreciably. And labor leaders
have, at times, advocated use of one base for tax purposes and another for computation of profit for the period, the profit that enters into wage negotiations.
Governmental favor has been bestowed upon the historical cost basis by the
Internal Revenue Service and the Securities and Exchange Commission, but the
agencies that regulate
service companies have turned to original cost to
the owner who first devoted the property to the public service. The position
taken by United States Supreme Court has presented a rather confusing picture.
At various times and for different purposes, the Court has given the nod of
approval to a replacement cost basis, a reproduction cost basis, a historical cost
basis, and a fair value basis, which is a combination of the other bases.
Members of the accounting profession are not in complete agreement as to
the scope of the problem, its implications and its solution. The profession has,
however, recognized that the problem is a serious one deserving of careful consideration. The position taken by the American Institute of Accountants and the
American Accounting Association, is that adjustments should not be allowed to
enter the books of account but that supplementary data reflecting the effect of
fluctuations of price levels are useful and needed. The best methods for determining the supplementary data are not yet agreed upon. However, research is
continuing in efforts to arrive at useful and acceptable procedures. There appears
to be a predilection for adjustment by use of a general price index but there is
little agreement as to the items for which adjustment should be made.
Argumenfs Advanced for fhe Currenf Cosf Basis
Historical cost is not useful. Proponents of adjusted depreciation charges
have emphasized that historical costs are not useful, that it is current costs which
are useful to management in its planning and decision - making. Furthermore, it
is important, they say, to know the effect of fluctuating prices on costs. These
advocates of adjustment maintain that current cost, as shown by a purchasing
power adjustment, is a more accurate measure of cost of service capacity utilized
than is historical cost. They contend that inflation has been of such proportions
as to demand modification of generally accepted accounting principles with reA U G U S T , 19 58
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Bard to depreciation accounting. Conservatism is said to be advanced more by
use of a current cost basis than by use of the historical cost basis. This point is
supported by indicating that use of historical cost results in higher reported
profit when prices are rising. Income determination is said to be more important,
in this regard, than is balance sheet valuation of assets.
tax purposes. The fact that the higher reHistorical cost is inequitable
ported profits are taxed leads to the criticism that measurement of depreciation
in terms of historical dollars is inequitable for tax purposes as between owners
of fixed assets and owners of financial assets. Proponents of the current cost
basis for depreciation have pointed out that a dollar of depreciation is different
from other dollars in terms of purchasing power. Cost, they say, should be computed in terms of current purchasing power dollars; otherwise, capital will be
taxed. Owners of depreciable assets are said to be taxed on fictitious gains if the
historical cost basis is used. Firms, the assets of which are predominantly financial, do not have their taxable income overstated for their revenues and expenses are both stated in current prices.
Historical cost adversely affects maintenance
capital. Another serious
charge has been made against the historical basis of computing depreciation.
Representatives of the economist and management groups have been especially
concerned with long -range effects and with results that might adversely affect the
national economy. One strong argument made for use of adjustments is that
they will promote maintenance of capital. The fictitiously high profits that are
said to exist lead the business man to make decisions which eventually deplete the
capital of the firm and the national productivity capacity is imperiled. The business man, misled by "high" profits, sets his prices too low, sets his wages and
dividends too high, and pays taxes on profits that are fictitious.
Historical cost adversely affects distribution
income. From this position
that productive capacity is not maintained because of improper depreciation
accounting, it is a short step to the argument that the historical basis influences
the distribution of income so that it is different from the distribution likely to result if all of the information about profits was reported and these profits reflected
the current costs of utilization of assets or their replacement costs. It is said
that the present distribution is inequitable to owners of depreciable assets, that
too large a share goes to labor and to government. And, in connection with
maintenance of capital, it is said that the present distribution allows the owners
to get dividends at the expense of maintenance of capital.
Historical cost adversely affects allocation
resources. It follows that the
allocation of resources is said to be adversely affected by the profits reported
by orthodox methods. Resources are withheld from enterprises that are more
40
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profitable than they seem and are allocated to those that appear more profitable
than they are.
Historical cost intensifier business cycles. Proponents of adjustments of historical cost further argue that orthodox depreciation charges have the effect of
intensifying business cycles. Presently accepted accounting procedures, as applied
to inventories and depreciation, are said to make business look better than it is
when it is good and terrible when it is bad. It is asserted that the business man's
reactions to these "overstated" and "understated" profits make the peaks higher
and the troughs lower. Not only does the business man build up "false" expectations as to the marginal efficiency of capital but consumer demand is increased during expansion because capital is paid out as wages and dividends.
Furthermore, lower prices are said to be one result of use of orthodox depreciation charges.
Historical cost adversely affects computation of national income. Besides
these many ill effects, computation of the national income is said to suffer and
there is said to be an inequity between successive generations of consumers because depreciation charges are not adjusted. Only the businessman has the information to make adjustment of depreciation charges that will permit determination of a more realistic national income figure.
Arguments Advanced for the Historical Cost Basis
Those who advocate retention of historical cost as the basis for depreciation
accounting have played a somewhat defensive role in the long -waged controversy.
Forces have been marshalled to meet attacks at first this point and then that.
Counter - attacks have been made but only a few aggressive initial attacks have
been mounted.
Depreciation accounting is a process of allocation. One of the major defenses advanced by accountants against the adjustment arguments is that depreciation is a process of allocation and not of valuation. However, accountants have
not always held to the cost concept. In earlier days emphasis was placed on
valuation in depreciation accounting. In the 1930's there was a turn to the cost
basis. Varied reasons have been advanced as the cause of this turn to cost. In the
1920's there was an effort to impart liquidity to securities representing enterprises of a permanent character and the income account came to be emphasized
as a measure of earning capacity and thus a guide to value. At the same time it
came to be recognized that lower book values meant lower depreciation charges
which, in turn, would result in larger reported earnings per share and so in
higher values per share as measured by the process of capitalized earnings. The
A U G U S T , 1958
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increasing size and complexity of business, the impracticability of valuation of
the immense aggregations of resources, the development of extensive and detailed cost records, and the growth of governmental regulatory agencies are the
major factors contributing to the shift of emphasis to the cost basis in the late
1920's and the 1930's.
Accounting is a recording process. Those who present arguments for historical cost often point out that accounting is concerned with recording facts
within the firm and is not concerned with estimates of outside factors, the outside factors being price levels and replacements as yet in the future. They also
say that the current cost of fixed assets is of little moment to the going concern
because those assets cannot be disposed of if the firm is to continue in business.
And if they are sold, the market price would represent merely a liquidation
value.
Adjustments mean confusion. Adjustments in the books of accounts, it is
said, will ensure such confusion as to make such adjustments too costly. The
vast body of common and statutory law and legal precedent predicated on orthodox accounting procedures are cited as are the innumerable contractual and
business relationships which recognize the historical cost basis. There is also a
forbidding array of regulatory provisions based on the use of historical cost.
Many proponents of historical cost consider that inflation has not been serious
enough to offset the confusion that would result from adjustments.
Historical cost is useful. A more potent defense of the historical cost basis
and one of its proponents' more aggressive sallies has been that it is an essential
basis and starting point in financial statement interpretation and must become
the starting point for the various types of proposed adjustments of historical
costs. In the basic records of account, objectivity is believed to be essential for
many of the purposes of accounting. The safe - guarding of assets, the auditing
process, and satisfaction of governmental requirements are among these purposes.
Estimation, surmise and prophecy, as said to exist in the various methods proposed for adjustments are regarded as leading to manipulation of accounting
data by management to the detriment of the other interest groups. The weaknesses of index numbers, the varied results given by different index numbers,
and the impossibility of determining the cost at which assets will be replaced are
cited as representing irreparable losses of objectivity. Some accountants have said
that adjustments within the books of account would result in disintegration of
the integrated scheme of ledger accounts and in arbitrary or neglected classification of data between periods —that accounting would become a statistical
methodology divorced from the procedures that make integration of accounting
data possible.
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Federal agencies have insisted on historical cost because of the need for a
firm and objective basis for control, regulation, and audit. Adjusted data is said
to destroy this firm and objective basis.
Counter- Arguments to Advocacy of Current Cost
Use of historical cost does not mean that effects of fluctuating price levels
are ignored. When proponents of the use of current cost declare that adjustments to historical cost are necessary if capital is to be maintained, if income is
to be equitably distributed, if resources are to be properly allocated, if business
cycle fluctuations are to be dampened, if management is to have the information
needed for planning and decision - making, advocates of the historical basis retort that management has long been furnished the data needed for these purposes. Accountants furnish management with statistical data which discloses the
effects of fluctuating price levels. If management does have such information,
wage policies, dividend policies, and investment policies will not generally be
such that the ill effects mentioned above will result or, if they do, it will not be
because of the accounting procedures used.
Historical cost does not cause dissipation of capital. One argument against
the criticism that historical cost depreciation causes dissipation of productive
capacity is that orthodox depreciation charges will provide sufficient funds, if
earned, to cover the cost of actual replacement made when business is expanding
and prices are rising, unless the price rise becomes rampant.2
Some economists and accountants have come to the conclusion that replacement costs of assets discarded will not exceed orthodox depreciation allowances unless the rate of price level increase exceeds by a considerable amount
the rate of growth in the realm of volume of investment. This amount is a function of the rate of growth of investment, the length of life of the assets, and the
period of amortization. Only when prices increase somewhat faster than "real"
investment do replacement requirements approach the magnitude of historical
cost depreciation allowances. Messrs. Nassenbene and Wooden concluded from
their study of replacement needs and depreciation charges that, in a period of
expansion of the stock of capital, annual historical cost depreciation charges are
likely to exceed cost of replacement of annual discards. They further concluded
2 F. Kaufman and A. Gleason, "The Effect of Growth on the Adequacy of Depreciation
Allowance," Accounting Review, October, 1952: R. Esner, "Depreciation Allowances and
Growth," American Economic Review, December, 1952; E. D. Domar, "Depreciation,
Replacement, and Growth," Th e Economic Journal, March, 1953; Raymond Nessenbene
and Donald G. Wooden, "Producers Equipment— Growth, Replacement and Stock," Survey of Current Business, June 1953.
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from their extensive study that historical cost depreciation, after elimination of
the effects of accelerated depreciation charges, was more than sufficient to cover
the current cost of replacing equipment that was discarded and replaced by industry in the United States during the 1942 -1952 period of expansion.
These conclusions apply only to the economy as a whole, because the individual firm may not be expanding at all but may, in fact, be contracting. However, it is clear that the criticism that historical cost depreciation does not cover
the cost of annual replacements must be carefully examined. When it is pointed
out that the foregoing studies and conclusions do not take into account technological improvements which, to an extent, offset the effect of rising prices,
they assume even more significance.
Change of depreciation accounting is not necessary for tax law change. The
share of revenues paid to the government as taxes is indicated as the major share
of income affected by the method of depreciation used and is of major concern
in maintenance of productive capacity. Changes in accounting procedures can
be of little value here unless recognized for tax purposes and changes of tax
provisions should be based on equity and governmental need rather than upon
accounting procedures.
Historical cost is not more inequitable. A defense against the charge of inequity of measuring cost in terms of historical dollars has been that historical
cost is more equitable as between owners of fixed assets and owners of financial
assets if curent cost depreciation is allowed for tax purposes.
Is there this inequity in the tax burden that unjustly favors the owner of financial assets when prices are rising? It is obviously true that the purchasing
power of the owner of depreciable assets is not changed by a general price level
increase, even though the money value of his assets has increased. Nor is his
purchasing power increased by the relatively higher profits that result from computation of depreciation charges on the basis of historical cost. The present tax
law does not tax the unrealized gain in the money value of depreciable assets.
However, it does tax the so- called fictitious profits that are said to result when
price levels rise and historical cost is used as the basis for depreciation charges.
With regard to financial assets, the purchasing power of the owner has decreased because of the increase in the price level. The income before tax derived
from the financial assets often may not recoup the loss sustained in the decrease
of purchasing power of the financial assets, yet the owner is taxed on this income. It would appear that owners of financial assets may be affected more adversely than owners of depreciable assets. Certainly the latter are not uniquely
affected.
The present concept of taxable income probably provides a reasonably satis44
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factory distinction between owners of financial assets and owners of depreciable
assets. By ignoring the decrement in real worth of financial assets and taxing
the increment in money worth of depreciable assets, an appropriate differential
in tax results. The owner of depreciable assets approximately holds his own
before taxes. The other sustains a loss. The tax should be relatively heavier in
the first case than in the second. Under the present concept, the owner of depreciable assets fares better than does the owner of financial assets. Any tax on
money income less than 100 per cent leaves him better off.a
Any statement about equity must be made keeping in mind that standards
of equity vary and that questions of equity are not necessarily the sole measure
of the advisability of a tax change. However, it appears that the present historical cost concept of taxable income is more equitable than the current cost
basis. The claim that historical cost depreciation accounting results in inequitable tax treatment is not well founded.
Historical cost does not materially intensify the business cycle. To those
critics who say that historical cost depreciation intensifies business fluctuations,
rebuttal may be made. First, if one examines the cycle theory of many of the
most outstanding students in the field, he is impressed with the fact that few
consider accounting procedures to be a contributing factor. A second and more
telling argument is that the business man is not unaware of the effects of fluctuating price levels. He considers these effects in his planning and decision making, even though his accountant does not incorporate them into the books
of account. Since the business man is generally aware of the effects of fluctuating
price levels he, to the extent of his ability, properly appraises his profits or losses.
His wage, dividend, and pricing decisions take these effects into consideration.
If one accepts the proposition that historical cost depreciation charges will cover
cost of replacement of retired assets, it appears to follow that additional depreciation resulting from use of a current cost basis might make more cash
available for expansion and thus contribute to the intensity of the boom.
Another argument minimizing the effect on business fluctuations of use of
historical cost depreciation gains weight from a recent study by E. Cary Brown,
of the Harvard Graduate School of Business. Brown concluded, after extensive research, that, in general, replacement cost depreciation for tax purposes
"appears to be . . . destabilizing." 4 Brown is of the opinion that the decrease in
8
Sidney S. Alexander, "Income Measurement in a Dynamic Economy," Five Monographs on Business Income, Study Group on Business Income of the American Institute
of Accountants, 1950.
* Brown, E. Cary, "Effects of Taxation, Depreciation Adjustments for Price Changes,"
Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University,
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taxes paid by the firm would more than offset the relatively stabilizing effect of
depreciation computed on a current cost basis. Taxes would be reduced relatively
during the upswing of the cycle and would be relatively increased during the
downswing. Firms would have relatively more cash to buy machinery, equipment and inventories or to pay out dividends in the upswing. However, if current cost depreciation were used for corporate reporting but not recognized for
tax purposes, the effect would be stabilizing. In general, it may be said that
one cannot categorically state that the use of generally accepted accounting practices with respect to depreciation accounting is a factor that contributes to the
intensity of the business cycle.
Adjusted data are co rd y. A final argument against incorporation of adjustments of historical cost depreciation to reflect current costs is that such data are
costly to compile, report and interpret. Unless financial benefit can he seen to
accrue, either directly or indirectly, to the individual firm, such adjustments are
not justifiable.
Additional Study Called For
The "depreciation controversy" has not yet been settled. The intensity with
which the arguments are advanced is certain to vary with changes in the tax
rates. A plateau in the path of increasing price levels would smooth the troubled
waters. But tax rates and plateaus will act merely as sedatives and give temporary relief.
Historical cost is useful and necessary. However, adjusted data may provide additional useful information. The best methods for obtaining this information, at reasonable cost, and for presenting it, properly interpreted, so that it
serves management in its decision- making, present challenges to the members
of the accounting profession. More study and research are needed.
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How to Get Useful
Truck Transportation Costs Quickly
by JACK W . BARKER
has prescribed a uniform system
T of accounts for contract motor carriers of property.
The income and expense
HE INTE RST ATE COMM E RCE COMMI SSION

accounts are described in great detail. Carriers are required to make entries to
these accounts precisely in accordance with uniform classifications. They are
further required to make quarterly and annual reports to the commission based
on these account classifications. The commission does this by its authority
under the Interstate Commerce Act and where states have adopted similar laws,
the state commissions generally require reports based on substantially identical
systems of accounts.
The inflexibility of the classifications tends to Stultify efforts of accountants
to furnish managements cost information quickly enough to be of use in making
decisions affecting operations of tomorrow, the next day and the next. It is particularly important that for -hire carriers have some means by which they can predetermine the results of contemplated operations, for there are hardly any two
transportation situations exactly alike, and the character and nature of the
operations of a trucking company are subject to rapid change, in some instances
changing literally from day to day. Although the type of historical operating
statement that results from the "uniform system of accounts" has some value
as a "score sheet" which tells us the degree of success the over -all activity of
the business has attained, something more is needed. The purpose of gathering
figures should be broadened from merely making correct statements to making
better decisions.
We use a system of formulas in the transportation of household goods —
adaptable also to tank line operations, heavy hauling and general freight —
designed to give the men in the organization who are determining what is
going to appear on the next operating statement, maximum current informa-

JACK W. BARKER, Peninsula -San Jose cha pter (Los Angeles, 195 1), is Executive Vice
President of Palo Alto Transfer and Storage Company. Prior to this, he was Executive
Secretary of California Moving and Storage Association (then United Van and Storage
Association) and previously served as Secretary- Treasurer and Controller of Bigge Drayage
Company. Mr. Barker has served as a consultant in the field of tra nsportation costs a nd
management.
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tion on costs with which to make decisions. These are not historical costs of
past operations but are formulas by which the cost of what is going on at the
moment can be determined, or by which costs of contemplated work can be
accurately estimated.

OP E R A TI N G S TA TE M E N T C APTIONS
REVENUE
IN D I R E C T C O S TS (c o n t in u e d )

D I R E C T C O S TS :
De p r e c ia t io n , F e e s & P e r m i t s

Safety Dep artm en t

Main ten ance, Fu el & Tir e s
Te a m s t e r s ' Wa ge s & Wa ge Ex p e n s e s
I n s u r a n c e on E q u ip m e n t & C a r g o
Regu lato ry Tax es
Oth er Dir ect Ex p en ses
To t a l
GR OSS PR OFIT MAR GIN
INDIR EC T COSTS :
Op eratin g Su p ervisio n
"
Off ice E x p e n s e
Rent
Tr a ff i c D e p a r t m e n t

Ad min. & Gen er al Ex p en se
In s u ran ce - In direct
Fid e lit y Bo n d s
Dep reciatio n - In direct
R eal Es tate & Pe r s o n al P ro p er t y Tax
P a y r o ll Ta x e s - Off ice & Ad m in .
Oth er Tax es , P e r m i t s & Lice n s es
Deductions from Ordinary Income
Ter m in al R e n t & Ex p en s es
To t a l
OPE R A TIN G PR OFI T OR LO SS
OTH E R INC OME & EX P E NS ES
NE T PR O FI T O R LOSS

EXHIBIT 1

Converting the Uniform System to Provide A Meaningful Statement
Exhibit 1 shows the captions of an operating statement in which the accounts
of the uniform system are re- classified. This statement is in only enough
detail to show the account grouping. In general, the direct costs section of the
statement includes every item of expense which has to do directly with the
operation of the trucks. The groupings are dictated by the manner in which
the costs accumulate. For instance, depreciation, fees and permits are related
to time. Maintenance, fuel and tires are related principally to mileage. Taxes,
such as are imposed by the Board of Equalization of California, are related to
revenues.
When referring to any of these direct costs, we are referring to the all -inclusive cost of the item. For example, the cost of fuel should include fuel
taxes although, for Interstate Commerce Commission purposes, the taxes have
been separated and carried under another classification. In the same manner,
teamsters' wages and wage expenses should include vacation and holiday allowances, compensation insurance, payroll taxes, health, welfare and pension costs.
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As distinguished from the direct costs, i.e., those costs that accrue directly by
the ownership and operation of the trucks, we show under indirect costs all
facilitating supervision, accounting, sales and other management costs.
What is left after deducting the direct costs from the revenue will be referred
to here as the "gross profit margin" or "net revenue." This, for any given
period, represents a measurement in dollars and cents of the total amount
realized after direct costs from all transportation performed. Until the accumulation of gross profit margins in a given operating period is equal to the indirect
costs, which are more or less fixed, the operation is producing a loss. Once the
accumulation of gross profit margins has caught up with the indirect costs, the
break -even point is reached. Thereafter, each dollar of gross profit margin
becomes a dollar of net profit. The ratio of the gross profit margin to the
revenue is all important as a control factor, because it measures the amount of
"true income" derived from the gross revenues.
Isolafing Costs of Segments of the Operation by Formula
Up to this point, the problem is comparatively simple. On the other hand,
the control to be obtained is relatively limited. Beyond this point, and more
complex, the analysis most sought by management is that of the revenues,
direct costs and gross profit margins from significant segments of the operation
so as to determine which parts of the operation are contributing in a satisfactory manner to the profit margins and which are producing unsatisfactory results. Attempts of the industry to make such analyses by extracting the figures
from historical records or by sub - classifying the accounts to the point at which
such figures are readily attainable have often proven too costly to be practical.
Besides, the process is too slow to produce the resulting report in time to be
of much value for use in current decision - making.
We have found it entirely feasible and practical to determine the direct
costs synthetically, with the addition of only two items of information that
are not already a part of the accounting system, namely, the hours and the
miles involved in each trip. Formulas, such as the one to be dealt with here,
have been tested against actual figures from operations, taken later from the
records, and have proven so accurate as to leave no doubt of their value as a
management tool.
If we know the total amount of depreciation, fees and permits for a given
transportation unit or combination of units and if we know the normal use
factor of such unit or units, we can easily arrive at a normal hourly rate of
cost for these items to be applied against each hour of service. If we know
AUGU ST, 1958
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the amount of maintenance, fuel and tires for a given unit and intelligently
relate it to the miles traveled, over a sufficient number of miles, we can arrive
at a normal rate of cost per mile to be applied. Likewise, if we know the
percentage rate of taxes applying to revenue, we can apply taxes to the revenue
on individual trips. The skill and accuracy employed in determining these
unit costs is of utmost importance. The figures are carried to at least three and,
for mileage, four decimal places.
Exhibit 2 is an example of a formula to be used to estimate the direct costs
of a job performed or to be performed, to determine the estimated gross profit
margin and gross profit margin per power unit hour. The first two items in the
formula refer to "Schedule A -1." In many forms of transportation there are
frequent switches of tractor and trailer combinations. It is, therefore, desirable
to classify equipment in "Schedule A -1" separately by groups of tractors,
trucks, and trailers, as well as convertor gears, showing rates per hour and
per mile for each. It is then a simple matter to combine the unit costs of the
combination of equipment employed for use in Items 1 and 2 of the formula.
Schedule A-1 for the moving business might appear as follows:
Type of equipment
Local vans (Bobtails)
Local tractors —Semi- trailers
Tractor — Flatbed semi - trailers
Line haul tractor— semi - trailers
Tractor —Box trailer (special)

Per hour

Per mile

$0.8814
$1.5377
$1.6427
$1.0852
$2.1223

$0.0672
$0.1158
$0.1034
$0.1165
$0.1135

Item 3 of the formula refers to "Schedule A-2." Again referring to the moving business, such a schedule will show the over -all cost of drivers and helpers,
classified by union contracts, if such exist. A section of such a schedule is given
below as an illustration:
Local
Santa Clara County
Driver and helper— straight time
Driver and helper— overtime
Extra help —per man— straight time
Extra help —per man — overtime

Rate Per Hour
$5.309
$7.117
$2.584
$3.460

Some contracts provide for payment of drivers on a mileage scale, in which
case the formula will have to provide for separate classifications for hours of
labor paid on an hourly scale and labor miles subject to payment on a mileage
scale.
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EXHIBIT 2

Item 4 is one that varies considerably but, in the case shown, it reflects the
costs in an operation in which bodily injury, property damage and cargo insurance premiums are paid on a percentage of revenue. Insurance paid on a flat
premium basis will, of course, be included in the costs reflected under Item 1
of the formula.
When the formula is used for the purpose of estimating costs of some particular transportation not yet performed, the determination of the hours and
the miles usually presents no great problem to an experienced dispatcher or
transportation engineer. Likewise, where the formula is to be used for the
purpose of checking out the costs on some particular transportation, and this
fact is known before the transportation is performed, special records may be
set up for the purpose of determining during performance the pertinent time
and mileage factors.

Analysis of Direct Costs
If the carrier wishes to make a continuous study for any considerable period
of time on all of the transportation performed by the fleet, it is essential that
a punch card system be inaugurated for the purpose of recording the time and
mileage factors, to be sorted later under appropriate classifications. These are
called equipment analysis cards. The object of these cards is to be able to
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quickly identify equipment operations (hours and miles) with any classification of revenues desired. Having determined the performance factors, the
direct costs may be determined by use of the formula. It may be noted here that
the sorting medium used would, of course, depend on the size of the operation.
In the case of a very large operation, it is likely that a machine sorting medium
would be used.

EXHIBIT 3

A simple card (Exhibit 3) is one designed for a drayage and heavy hauling
operation in a truck load operation only, for which it was found feasible simply
to tie the operations of given equipment to job numbers. The only other general classification of interest in this instance was the coding for classification of
line, local and specialty operations, and provision for this was made on the
card. A more elaborate card proved necessary for such an operation as a tank
line. Here it was desired to analyze operations by commodities, by states and
by customers, as well as to provide, in the sorting fields (analysis code), for
any special analyses that might be desired periodically. The account code was
also included, since the account classification itself contained a considerable
breakdown of revenues. The revenue is included on the card merely for the
purpose of making the card a complete record and to obviate the necessity for
referring to freight bills to secure revenue data.
Shown below are analyses made of 257 jobs in a heavy hauling operation,
together with some observations that were made as a result of analyzing this
business, first by type of rate used and then by the type of service:
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ANALYSI S M ADE O N T H E BASI S OF T HE TY PE O F RATE USED

121
76
30
Quote
C/L Sw. 25
5
Cost Plus

$11,973.87
24,299.75
17,005.06
6,176.16
1,434.76

4,515.64
10,854.81
6,307.72
2,639.93
559.33

37.7
44.7
37.1
42.7
39.0

$4.82
6.09
7.17
4.69
5.22

$5.52
9.27
9.08
6.01
4.92

257

$60,889.60

$24,877.43

40.9

$5.47

$6.96

Rate base

Hourly

&

Cwt.

Totals

$

Revenue

Gross
profit
margin

No. of
jobs

%
Ave. G.P.M. Same on
G.P.M. per power jobs with
unit hr.
ext. help
to rev.

$60,889.60

Ave. G.P.M. Same on
per power jobs with
u nit hr.
ext. help

37.1
47.4
38.1
23.1

$4.21
5.50
6.08

$24,877.43

40.9

$5.62

$5.01
7.48
6.96
-

257

G.P.M.
to rev.

2,785.47
9,354.70
12,625.98
111.28

$

4

Misc.

Totals

Revenue

7,490.51
19,747.03
33,171.35
480.71

Line Haul 22
129
Local
Specialty 102

Gross
profit
margin

-

No. of
jobs
$

Ty pe of
Service

%

ANALYSIS O F SAME BUSINESS BY T Y PE O F SERVICE

$7.14

Several observations may be made. It may be noted that it took 121 hourly
rated jobs to produce $11,973 in revenue, whereas 76 hundredweight jobs produced $24,299 in revenue and 30 quoted jobs brought in $17,005. The cost
of taking orders, handling dispatching, billing, supervision, etc. for 121 jobs
can be assumed to be greater per revenue dollar than for a lesser number of
jobs producing greater revenue. In an analysis like the foregoing, gross profit
margins should not only be shown in relation to revenues, but to power unit
hours. The former relationship shows how much is produced and the latter
indicates how fast. Thus, hundredweight rates not only produce high margins
but produce such margins in less power unit hours than most other rates. It
is interesting to note the increase in gross profit margin per power unit hours
where extra help is employed. Producing more margin per power unit hour,
in general, should tend to reduce overhead ratios. The second table points out
the favorable showing of local and specialty work as against line haul.
Another example is an analysis of a tank line operation in which it was
sought to determine the profitability of transportation of cotton oil for a particular account, the points of origin and destination being more or less fixed.
For this purpose four loads were analyzed and the result is shown as follows
(It goes without saying that something had to be done about this account) :
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Per Cent

$437.02

100.00%

61.86
203.63
41-57
30.70
147.65
27.00
14.77
14.20

14.15°Jo
46.60
9.51
7.02
33.79
6.18
3.38
3.25

Total direct costs

$541.38

123.88%

Gross profit margin
Hours
G.P.M. per hour

$104.36 (loss)
59/25
$1.76 (loss)

Revenue
Hourly
Mileage
Labor —T -3
T -3 -8
Mil.
Subsistence
Insurance
Tax

$

Amount

23.88% (loss)

Other types of analyses are, of course, available in addition to these shown.
For instance, it may be desired to show the amount of gross revenue produced
during a given period by the various power units in the fleet, together with the
average gross revenue per hour for each. Such an analysis will, in most instances, be quite surprising. One we have in mind showed, for 43 individual
power units, gross operating revenues ranging from a high for a one -month
period of $4,999 down to a low of $690. Variations in average gross revenue
per hour ranged from a high of $11.46 per hour down to a low of $5.05. A
study of the particular analysis resulted in the sale of some units and the replacement of others.
Analysis of Indirect Costs
We suspect that the questions will have come to the reader's mind by this
time, "What about the distribution of overhead? How can we determine the
profitability of any class of transportation without having some means of determining at least an approximation of the net profit result ?" We are convinced
that this is a subject which should be approached with the greatest amount of
caution in the truck transportation field. Why? Because the end objective in
good cost analysis should be the making of good decisions —the determining
of the right course of action. More bad decisions have been made from improper or arbitrary application of overhead factors than from any other cause.
We have seen the indirect costs or overhead items distributed in ratio to revenues, in ratio to direct costs, and by several other methods. If, as a result of
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use of any of these methods, it is found that certain activities indicate a net
loss and if, as a result of such findings, the conclusion is reached that the particular business is unprofitable and should be discontinued, we are getting on
dangerous ground, decision -wise.
The most important objective of any operation is to produce net revenue, i.e.,
gross profit margins. Theoretically, we might say that any operation which
produces so much as one dollar of gross profit margin is good. That is not
quite true. What twill be found is that sonic activities of the transportation
business will produce fat net revenues and other parts will produce very slim
margins or even losses. We expect that no one will disagree with the thought
that it would be good decision - making to eliminate any business not producing
at least a gross profit margin. We reduce gross profit margins to gross profit
margin per power unit hour because we find this figure to be the one most
useful in the control of our operations. We are being paid for transportation.
Transportation is accomplished by the power unit. A trailer that is not being
loaded, unloaded, or moving for the purpose of picking up or delivering a
shipment is either not producing revenue of any sort or it is being used for
storage or in lieu of storage. We determine the total normal power unit hours
of the fleet and divide the total applicable indirect costs by this figure, thus
arriving at an average overhead cost per power unit hour. This figure should
be recalculated and studied periodically.
In examining the various segments of our operation, then, we likewise determine the gross profit margin per power unit hour and compare it with the
average cost of overhead per power unit hour. If the gross profit margin exceeds the average overhead per power unit hour, we may come to the conclusion that the particular business is producing a satisfactory rate of net revenue.
If it is less, we will assume that it is producing an unatisfactory rate of net
revenue. We run a study of all of the segments of business we are examining
on a scale from the lowest to the highest producers and determine where we
are making the most money. It then becomes a relative matter. Our efforts may
be directed to using our fleet capacity better by substituting for operations of
less net revenue value per power unit hour an activity which produces better
net revenues per power unit hour. How to do this is another subject. Here
we are concerned only with fast cost finding to determine which transportation
is giving best net revenue results.
The method of applying overhead on the power unit hour basis needs examination and refinement in many instances. For instance, some examination and
recognition should be given to the differences in rate of overhead accumulation
on a line -haul operation where equipment is normally used ten hours per day.
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Special Situations
Another question we anticipate in the reader's mind is that of the usefulness of this approach to cost in application to less- than - truckload operations in
which the carrier has pickup and delivery runs, transporting the freight over
docks to line -haul equipment. We believe that here, as in any form of truck
transportation, the unit by which we may control the over -all profit of the operation is the profitability of trips. If we send a piece of equipment out on a
trip, it should return to its terminal at the end of the operation with something
in excess of its direct costs. The difficulty arises in determining the proportion
of revenue credit attributable to the pickup and delivery phases of the operation in relationship to the line -haul and incidental terminal operations. This
determination can be made with the aid of punch cards that follow the freight,
on which revenue is apportioned and tabulated by trip numbers. This procedure is merely suggested as a possibility. Whether or not it should be recommended depends on what answers management is seeking to aid in decision making.
There are many ramifications. As an example, a tank line may be hauling a
semi - trailer of petroleum and a trailer of another product. How the hours and
miles of operation of this equipment combination are handled depends on what
we are looking for. If we are trying to break down costs by commodities, it
would call for one treatment; if by account, by equipment, by a given run, or
by territory, some other treatment would apply. How far we go and in what
detail we make analyses of revenues versus hours and miles of equipment operation is dictated by the segment of the operation we wish to study. When we
think we have all the information we need, we drop any given analysis and
start another. Some segments of an operation need continuous watching because
they are constantly changing.
Direct Cost Control
Control of a trucking operation must center first around the revenues and
the direct expenses of the equipment itself, so that each unit may be examined
separately for its activities and the results of its operations, in the same manner
that a chain store operation examines the individual profit contributions of its
branches. Beyond this we have indirect costs that are controlled in a trucking
operation in a manner not significantly different from any other type of business. However, anything having to do with contemplated action by a trucking
company has to do, with few exceptions, with the operation of the trucking
equipment. The use of formulas such as those described in this article will
greatly simplify the task of calculating the possibilities of profit in any given
operation.
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Cost Reimbursement Contracts —
More Profit Through Cost Control
by R. A. ANDERSON
HE START LI NG HE AD LI NE S O F OCT OBR

4, 1957, announcing the successful

T launching of man's first orbiting satellite, jolted the Free World to a real
awareness of the technological capability of the Soviet. A vastly increased
emphasis is now being accorded missile and satellite programs within our defense concepts, seeking to regain the superiority in scientific achievement so
essential if the Free World is to maintain its ability to perpetuate the ideals
of reason, morality and human justice at the international bargaining table.
Accordingly, it can be expected that the Department of Defense will spend a
greater proportion of money for research and development procurement. Such
procurement frequently involves the use of cost plus a fixed -fee contracts, also
known as CPFF contracts. That type of contracting has challenging profit aspects.
How Profitable are CPFF Contracts?
There exists a very popular misconception that this form of contract provides
a "gravy- train" to the contractor at the expense of the taxpayer. This is not the
case, as defense contractors know. Allowable costs are reimbursed so long as
they are incurred within scope of the work contracted for, and the dollar
amount of fee established when the contract was entered into remains firmly
fixed as long as the contractual scope remains unchanged. Although statutory
regulations permit fees up to 15 per cent of allowable costs, government negotiators have been successful in stratifying fees at the approximate level of 7 per
cent. Let us examine what happens to that fee percentage and the net income
it yields, in terms of sales ratios. The 7 per cent fee percentage is based on
cost. Converted to a percentage of sales the 7 per cent becomes 61/ Z per cent.
Is this all profit?

ROY A. ANDERSON, Peninsula -San Jose Chapter, 1955, is Assistant Manager, Accounting and Financial Division, Missile Systems Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.
Prior to this, he wa s Factory Accountant, Pacific Coast Region of Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Mr. Anderson was chairman of the Organizing Committee and first President
of Peninsula -San Jose Chapter, 1955 -56.
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The term "allowable costs" has been utilized above several times. Those
conversant with Section XV of the Armed Services Procurement Regulations
(ASPR), the bible on costs recognized in CPFF contracting, realize there are
some types of legitimate business expenses for which the contractor cannot seek
reimbursement. Here are a few examples:
Interest
Rapid amortization in excess of "true" depreciation
Donations, including those to civic charities and religious and educational institutions
Product advertising
The amount that such unallowable costs and expenses aggregate, expressed
as a percentage of sales, obviously varies from company to company. However,
surveys show that the average is approximately 11/2 per cent. Summarizing all
this in terms of an income statement, the following result is obtained:
Amount Ratio to Sales
Sales (Allowable cost and 7 per cent fee)
Less: Allowable costs
Income before unallowable
costs and expenses

$107
100
$ 7

Less: Unallowable costs and expenses

Net income before taxes

$

Less: Provision for federal income taxes
Net income after taxes

$

6.5%

1.6

1.5

5.4

5.0%

2.8

2.6

2.6

2.4ofo

When the resulting ratio is compared with industrial averages, it falls considerably short. However, it is not the purpose of this paper to pass judgment
on the profitabilty of government contracts. Ratios in themselves can be misleading. For instance, the above net income could produce a very satisfactory
return on investment if the Government furnished a major share of the facilities
needed to perform the contract. However, it is the writer's purpose to point out
the narrow profit margins involved and the need to husband those margins and,
in fact, increase them!
The profitability of cost reimbursement contracts, expressed as a ratio to
sales, can take two avenues —up or down. The previous example assumed that
costs would be incurred as quoted at the time the contract was negotiated. Such
exactness is very seldom the case. What happens when actual costs vary can
best be illustrated by the following comparison:
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Costs under -run

As negotiated

Ratio to
Ratio to
Amount Sales
Amount Sales

Sales:
Allowable cost
Fixed fee
Total
Less:
Allowable cost

Costs over -run
Ratio to

Amount Sales

$80
7

$100
7

$120
7

$87

$107

$127

80

100

120

Income before unallowable costs and
$ 7
8.17o'
expenses
Less:
Unallowable costs
1.3 1.5
and expenses
Net income before taxes $ 5.7 6.6%

$

7

6.5 %

$

7

5.57o

1.9

1.5

$

5.1 4.0/0

1.6 1.5
$

5.4 5-017o

The significant ratio differences indicate there is ample incentive to keep costs
at a minimum. Even the unallowable costs and expenses were varied since
overruns very often entail a longer time period of performance and many of
the unallowable expenses are related to time. And there are other desirable
results which accrue from cost under -runs:
1. Greater return on investment, since less costly accomplishment

usually entails less utilization and faster relinquishment of assets.
2. A more satisfied customer, since work was accomplished within

alloted funds, and hard -to- obtain supplementary funds were not
necessary.
Cost minimization does not occur from mere happenstance. It must be sought
after through careful program planning and gauging mile -stone accomplishments in the light of budgeted expenditures. It can be achieved through intelligent cost control embodied in a program which encompasses all elements of
costs. This paper will outline a method of approach to such a control program. Only basic principles will be considered, since applications and detailed
scope vary significantly from company to company according to control need.
The following key elements will be considered:
I. Establishing

the contract

3. Awareness of changes in
contractual scope.

of

4. Effective progress report ing.

budget.
2. Monitoring

factors.
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Establishing the Contract Budget
Although cost elements do vary from firm to firm, the following categories
have achieved a considerable degree of universality and will suffice for purposes
of this paper:
Direct labor
Direct material
Subcontracted effort

Other direct charges— overtime premium
Other direct charges— Consultants
Other direct charges — Travel
Applicable overhead (s)

It is to direct labor, direct material, and subcontracted effort that the major
emphasis will be accorded. The other two categories are important, particularly overhead but, since the latter category involves budgeting and control techniques within its own sphere, its control will not be considered at length, other
than to point out the effect that overhead rate trends have on contract cost.
Once a contract has been received, the basic cost frame -work should be established. This frame -work should establish the specific detail to which costs are
to be budgeted and accumulated. In effect, the detail of the shop orders, work
orders, etc., should be pre- established. This determination as to the segments
at which control points and cost accumulation points shall exist is the first key
to successful control. Within this frame -work, the negotiated contract cost can
be allocated, broken -down as to the labor and material and the other cost elements. Basically, this should not be difficult to accomplish since, if sound estimating procedures were followed, the initial price proposal should have been
constructed from estimates within the same type of detail frame -work. In essence, then, the original price proposal, as modified at the negotiation table,
provides the first element of cost control —the basic budget as contractually
established. This can be referred to as the functional budget and establishes
the desired break -down of the contract tasks.
To achieve cost control, it is essential to fix responsibility to the various organizational units, budget centers, or cost centers contributing effort to the project.
Consequently, once the functional budget has been established, the budget established for each work segment should be allocated to the organizational units,
however titled, at which level costs are to be identified. At this point in budget
assignment, many companies follow the practice of reserving part of the budget
for unforeseen contingency use. This reserve can then be utilized to plug the
gap when trouble spots occur. They usually do occur in research and development work, since original estimates may have been made based on the gleam
in a scientist's eye! If the reserve is not utilized, a desirable cost under -run
results.
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Once the budgetary responsibilities have been established by organizational
units, each should be advised of its budget and the scope of work to be performed. The need for this cannot be over - emphasized. It is an extremely frustrating experience to be assigned work without knowledge as to a definitive
work statement, the performance schedule, and the budgetary allotment. Such
a mode of operation is an open invitation to trouble! Very often the organizational units will have participated in preparing the proposal estimates within
certain work premises. Unless they are advised positively of the finally- agreed -to
contractual work scope and the effort budget for it, they may commence work
according to their last -known concept of work —the proposal premises. Lack
of communication as to work scope and budgetary allotment should not be allowed to waste contract dollars! A well - defined work release and work authorization system will preclude such waste.
Monitoring the Key Factors
Once the desired budgetary guide -lines have been established and contractual
performance has commenced, effective measurement of performance must be
instituted. Basically, three factors must continually be evaluated:
1. Actual effort expended or committed.
2. Schedule performance in relation to effort already expended.
3. Effort required to complete the project.

Of these factors, the most significant is that of measuring schedule perfomance
in the light of effort expended. Too many times it is overlooked, as long as
evaluation of the third factor indicates within - budget accomplishment. However, effective evaluation of the third factor cannot be made without taking
cognizance of schedule position. Successful accomplishment of the entire project within the contractual time -span depends on the on- schedule performance
of the contributing organizational units.
A sizable research and development contract is extremely complex to administer. In observing an automobile assembly line, one is awed by the timing of
parts meeting the assembly line at just the right time, even with varying models
in production. In the case of complex research and development contracts, a
similar schedule problem exists. It is not as precise as to exact timing, obviously, but it can be more difficult to control because of the unpredictability of
design and development break- throughs. Facilities and their utilization must
be planned, personnel acquisition and utilization must be time - phased to avoid
man -power paucity or waste, special tooling must be planned and procured or
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manufactured, and subcontractor effort must be synchronized to achieve design
and schedule compatibility. These are a few of the complexities. Failure to
recognize their interrelationship and to provide monitoring to detect trouble
spots can be disastrous, both technically and financially. There are undoubtedly
many ways to effectively accomplish such monitoring. In an effort to provide
an insight to one approach, consideration will be accorded the control of these
significant cost factors:
1.
2.

Direct labor hours
Direct material

3. 5ubcontractur effort
4. Changes in contractual scope

The Control of Direct Labor Hours
When the effort input is quoted to accomplish the stipulated performance
schedule, consideration should be given to the timetable of that effort expenditure and its relationship to accomplishment of key mile- stones. These milestones must be carefully selected, and should provide checkpoints at which to
evaluate:
1. Accomplishment within the organization unit.
The schedule effect on the effort of related organizational units
and subcontractors.
3. The cumulative position of the entire project in terms of schedule
and cost performance.
2.

The most effective control of labor input can be gained by measuring attainment along that charted route. A simple illustration can best serve to emphasize this interrelationship. Assume that the XYZ Company entered into a contract with a beginning date of January 1 and a completion date of December 31,
and that four burden centers were to contribute effort:
Burden Center A.
To provide basic development input.
Burden Center B.
To design end item, largely based on input of A.
Burden Center C.
To design and fabricate special tooling.
Burden Center D.
To manufacture, assemble, and test end item.
The successful execution of the contract obviously depends on the phasing of
effort of the hypothetical burden centers. The established timetable of expenditure effort by the burden centers follows:
Burden
Center:
A
B
C
D

J

F

At

A

M

50
25
—
—

75
40
—
—

80
50
—
—

100
100
40
—

140
125
50
—

Totals 75
62

11 5

130

240

315

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

Total

50
100
60
10

5
50
40
4n

—
25
30
80

—
25
—
120

—
—
—
50

—
—
—
30

—
-—

10

500
540
220
340

220

1, 5

13 5

145

50

30

10
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In order that the project progress according to schedule, it is important that
Burden Center A accomplish two significant mile- stones, one at the end of
March and one at the end of May. All the other burden centers will be severely
a ffe ct e d if t h ose m il e - st o n e s a r e n o t re a c h ed o n sc h e du l e , a s wil l t he e n ti r e pr o j ect sch edu le.

Al t h o u g h simila r mile- stones wo u l d obviou sly exist in the ot h e r

burden centers, those in Burden Center A will suffice for illustrative purposes.
The planned schedule for Burden Center A is cumulatively charted in Exhibit 1,
with the ind ica t ed m ile -sto ne c heck poin ts.

--

-

I —� -

- -

-

'X

11

EXHIBIT 1

EXHIBIT 2

EXHIBIT 3

Assume that, at the end of March, 155 hours had been spent and that it was
estimated it would take 345 hours to complete Burden Center A's portion of
the project. Hence, the effort expended to date plus the estimate to complete
would indicate that Burden Center A was in no difficulty. However, upon investigation it was determined that the March mile -stone would not be reached
until the end of April, at which time 325 hours would have been expended.
Charted, this situation would appear as in Exhibit 2. Upon analysis, it would
appear questionable whether all was going well. Some inferences could be
drawn. The fact that the first mile -stone would not be reached until April, at
which time 325 hours will have been spent, could indicate that the March
estimate to complete of 315 hours is optimistic, inasmuch as at the time the
first mile -stone is effectively reached 120 hours in excess of the original estimate would have been spent. This is represented by line "a" on Exhibit 2. Perhaps an overrun in excess of 120 hours is in the offing if the experience to
reach the first mile -stone is indicative of future effort and the attainment of
the second mile- stone. Regardless of the outcome, the important thing is that,
through such progress monitoring, a trouble -spot has been brought to the fore
immediately! There may still be time to remedy the situation.
Thus far, only the effect within Burden Center A has been considered. In
view of the slip in reaching the first mile -stone in that burden center, what has
happened to the schedules within Burden Centers B, C, and D? The possibilities are obvious and many:
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End item design will be delayed, with resulting probable delay in
procurement of special tooling and end item manufacture.
2. Delays in other burden centers could result in overruns, lost time,
wasted facilities, all contributing to added costs beyond contractual provision and resulting dilution of fee rate.
3. In -plant delays could affect subcontractor performance, with same
delay and cost effect.
4. It may be possible to recover the lost time caused by the off schedule performance of Burden Center A through the use of
overtime. However, added cost may still result because of such
unanticipated overtime cost.

1.

The illustrative case utilized is an extremely simple one. Consider the raniifications inherent in a large contract with many inputting units. It obviously
behooves the company to carefully plan and administer its monitoring program
as contractual effort progresses and not to wait until the trouble spot has flared
openly, with little chance for remedial action. These, then, should constitute
the elements of a labor effort measurement and control program:
Assign labor hour budgets to the inputting work centers, segregated to the functional work to be performed.
2. Program the proposed expenditure of such effort time -wise, and
establish key mile - stones to indicate degree of schedule maintenance, selecting such mile- stones so that effect of schedule compliance or non - compliance on other work centers can be measured.
3. Secure periodic estimates to complete the assigned work from the
inputting work centers, together with their planned expenditure
of those estimated remaining hours.

1.

The effective evaluation of these three factors will go far toward indicating
contractual status as to schedule compliance and cost performance.
The Control of Direct Material
In research and development contracts, the control of material can be a difficult problem. Due to the usually undefieitized nature of the end item, the
exact material to be utilized cannot be predicted at the time contract cost is
negotiated, and educated estimates have to be used to establish cost. Material
will be required not only for the end item, but for laboratory testing and special tooling as well, and critical material procurement lead times must be considered. Simply stated, the extent of material usage cannot be precisely predetermined from engineered bills of material, inasmuch as material bills do not
exist. A control program which establishes cost responsibility and cost limits
is, therefore, mandatory.
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In order to establish cost responsibility according to inputting organizational
units, it may be necessary to differentiate between material used in laboratory
tests, special tooling and end item manufacture and test. This differentiation
assists in designating budget responsibility to the development, design, and
manufacturing organizations. Once determined, these material categories may
be further broken down to functional components in order to better define cost
responsibility. Again, it can be said that such breaking down of the whole into
manageable and controllable elements should not be too difficult if the proposal
quotation was prepared in an intelligent manner, giving cognizance to the cost
segregation needed for realistic pricing, cost analysis and cost control.
Having established the material cost budgets functionally and organizationally, the frame -work exists within which effective control can be exercised. The
progress of material costs can generally be gauged from the following factors,
within that frame -work:
1. Costs expended to date.
2. Open commitments.
3. Realistic periodic appraisals of material yet to be procured.
These factors, when compared to the budgetary provision, should highlight
unsatisfactory conditions as soon as they occur, for remedial action. The first
two factors can be derived with ease if adequate accounting records are in
existence. The last factor is more difficult. In the early phases of a program,
such estimates may be difficult, due to the unknowns inherent in research and
development programs. However, as the project progresses and the design becomes better defined, realism in estimates of material yet to be procured can
be achieved. Thus, the area of doubt diminishes and the picture of material
cost comes into focus.
Again, as with labor hours, adequate control can be achieved only if the
organizational units assigned cost responsibility are fully aware of that responsibility and the progress of costs. An adequate control program must make
sure that such awareness exists, so that ignorance does not undermine the importance and magnitude of costs being incurred.
Direct material need not be considered as a self- contained element. In reality,
it can be used as an indicator of schedule performance, particularly that portion of material which will become part of the end item. Basically, end item
material requirements stem from design releases. The originally contemplated
schedule of design releases constituted the basis for the manufacturing quotation and its time schedule. Consequently, for manufacture of the end item to
be on schedule, design releases must be on schedule in order that requisite
material can be procured and made available for the manufacturing schedule.
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As a result, the status of material procurement and utilization can be a useful
tool in appraising schedule performance. A simple example will serve to illustrate this concept. In the chart in Exhibit 3 there is portrayed a hypothetical
material expenditure and commitment curve, as envisioned in the initial program schedule as related to the end item being manufactured. Such a curve
can be established at the total contract level or refined to lower levels for more
sensitive indicators if the need warrants.
As the project progresses, actual data as to commitments and receipts can be
plotted, and any serious deviations from the predetermined curve would bear
investigation. Obviously, for this predetermined curve to be a reliable indicator, it should be kept up to date as changed conditions warrant. It should
be remembered that the original curve was an estimate based on conditions
known at that time. Conditions can and do change considerably in research
and development projects, by their very nature, and hence guidelines should be
continually adjusted to reflect the latest known situation. One final observation. The above example utilized commitment and receipt data as the indicators. If material control and accounting refinements exist, another factor —that
of actual material usage —can be used to gauge achievement of the actual manufacturing schedule. The sum total of commitments and receipts, however, is
a better indicator of design release status, disregarding, of course, the ever prevalent design change factor.
The Control of Subcontractor Effort
A prime contractor may have excellent controls and progress monitoring in
existence for in -plant costs but, if he does not require similar progress reporting and control from those to whom he has sublet work on a CPFF basis, a
serious exposure could result. Since subcontractor over -runs are the responsibility of the prime contractor, just as subcontractor under -runs inure to his
benefit, it behooves the prime contractor to at all times be fully informed of
the subcontractor's progress, both schedule -wise and financially. It will not be
necessary to dwell at length on a subcontractor control program. Through the
medium of the terms of the subcontract document, all requisite reporting can
be made a contractual requirement. A prudent prime contractor will always
avail himself of this expedient means of delineating the progress reporting
required.
Required subcontractor progress reports should, as in the case of the prime
contractor's own in -plant control program, establish the relationship between
financial reporting and mile - stones of physical progress. Thus, certain key milestones should be established so that, in addition to the evaluation of cost prog66
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ress, the phasing of the subcontractor's schedule as it affects the prime's schedule can be adequately appraised.
In so far as cost progress is concerned, reporting by the subcontractor should
clearly set forth for each element of cost —i.e., labor, material, etc. - --cost to
date, open commitments, estimate to complete and total estimated cost. As an
example of the type of report that would serve adequately, the management
type of report set forth later in this article could be used. With respect to
"estimate to complete," the prime contractor should require the subcontractor
to schedule this cost monthly until completion. With such information, the
prime contractor can make periodic independent analytical tests for comparison
to the initial agreed -upon cost data which formed the basis for the subcontract.
Significant cost and schedule trends may suggest themselves for investigative
action before too much time has elapsed.
In summary, the prime contractor should not assume that the subcontractor
will perform according to script. The former must stay abreast of subcontractor
status at all times and this can only be done through meaningful progress reporting. Painful surprises can easily result without it.

Other Costs and Their Control
Three other types of cost must be considered in the control program. They
are labor rates, overhead rates, and other direct costs. With respect to the first
two, if care was exercised in the projection of these rates over the contract period, no serious problem should accrue. A well- managed company has other
controls over these factors and, as long as these are operative and projections
are made accordingly, the variances resulting should not be great. However,
the contractor should make provision to absorb any resulting unfavorable variances within other elements of cost so as to prevent contract over -runs. The
cost elements included in "other direct costs" vary as between companies. However, each cost element included should be subjected to budgetary control. The
type of cost will usually suggest the requisite control measures, including the
fixing of cost responsibility. Suffice it to say that the basic principles of budgetary control apply as in the case of the previously- discussed major cost elements.

The Control of Contract Work Changes
Government research and development contracting has witnessed many instances in which contractors have encountered serious difficulties because of
failure to adequately control changes in contract work. Such changes can be
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categorized as those within contractual scope and those outside the scope of
the contract. A contractor who has not established well- defined procedures for
evaluation of proposed changes would soon become convinced of the necessity
for it if he could visualize the loss of fee dollars involved. Contract changes
emanate basically from two sources:
1. Requested by the customer.
2. Generated from within the contractor's own organization.
A contractor's change control procedure should recognize the difference in
controlling the first, since such changes are usually requested officially through
channels. The latter, however, present the most difficult area of control. It
is very easy for technical personnel to make changes without their becoming
officially documented. Such changes, even if within the scope of the contract,
may not really have been essential but precious cost dollars are used up. Unknown changes outside the scope not only appropriate cost dollars, but the contractor loses the opportunity to officially document such proposed changes and
negotiate for additional costs and applicable fee.
To combat these hidden drains, a contractor should establish exacting change
control regulations. All personnel capable of introducing changes should be
thoroughly indoctrinated as to those regulations. The review procedures must
be stream -lined so that quick and decisive action is taken on proposed changes.
Drawn -out and indecisive deliberation will soon destroy the effectivity of even
the best- defined change control systems and personnel will tend to circumvent
the regulations. A common approach practiced by industry is the establishment
of a change control board, comprised of management personnel capable of making binding decisions. To this board are submitted proposed changes in essential detail, so that determination can be made as to whether or not the changes
are within or without contract scope and:
1. With respect to within -scope changes, the technical advantages or
necessities can be measured against the cost of the changes.
2.

With respect to desirable changes outside of scope, the necessary
proposal can be submitted to the customer for contract amendment, including additional cost and fee.

Once changes have been instituted, the necessary budget revisions must be
made promptly, up or down. For instance, if a change is made which significantly reduces costs, failure to revise budgets downward can result in the dissipation of the anticipated savings on other work. Thus, it is essential that
there exist a close tie -in between budget and change control procedures.
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Effective Progress Reporting
Effective contract control cannot be maintained without clear and concise
communication between the central budgetary point and the organizational
units performing the work. The central budgetary function should make sure
that the inputting work centers are fully aware of budget levels and effort or
costs incurred to date. With such information, operating supervision can
control expenditures intelligently. Likewise, there must be established clearly defined procedures through which the work centers periodically inform the
central budgetary function of realistic "estimates to complete" the assigned
work. With this flow of information, both to and from, meaningful progress
status reports can be prepared on a total contract basis for management use. In
essence, two levels of reporting are involved:
Detail reporting to and from the individual work centers.
2. Summarization of the total contract picture to management.
1.

Obviously, only that information necessary for work center supervision to
control adequately need be reported. In the case of direct labor, the reporting
of hours should usually suffice, inasmuch as other reports and controls exist for
labor and overhead rate variances. This situation, of course, will vary from
company to company. For purposes of example, labor hours will be utilized to
portray a method of reporting. Let us return to Burden Center A for illustrative purposes and assume that the budgeted work of 500 hours was comprised
of three work orders, namely Work Order 1001 -150 hours; 1002 -200 hours;
1003 -150 hours.
WEEKLY
BURDEN
CENTER

WORK
ORDER

WEEKLY
INCREMENT
HOURS

PROGRESS

CUMULATIVE
TO DATE

REPORT

TOTAL
BUDGET

BUDGET
BALANCE

EST. TO
COMPLETE

VARIANCE

3rd Week
A

1001

10

90

150

60

1002
1003

15
5

125
60

200
150

75
90

30

275

50 0

225

1001

IO

100

150

50

45

—5

1002
1003

20
10

145
70

200
150

55
80

70
90

15
10

40

315

500

185

205

20

4th Week
A
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The contractor's procedure calls for weekly reporting to the burden center of
hours expended and monthly estimates by the burden centers of hours required
to complete the work. The reports for the last two weeks of April are embodied in Exhibit 4. Particular attention is called to the "estimate to complete"
column, furnished by Burden Center A. Supplied periodically, this estimate is
vital in current evaluations of contract cost progress, as potential under -run or
over -run situations are highlighted as early as possible. In this illustration, a
budget balance of 185 hours exists, but a potential over -run of 20 hours has
been brought to light, possibly in time to do something about it. This type of
reporting, properly administered and coupled with mile -stone accomplishment
analysis, should serve adequately to provide a basis for effective direct hours
control. Two -way reporting is featured and the summation of the various work
centers will provide the basis for intermediate or top management reporting.
Other elements of cost, such as material, can likewise be reported. In the
case of larger companies where installations of data processing equipment exist,
such reporting can be adapted easily to mechanized processes and correlated
with the official cost records. The reports must be issued promptly to be effective. Finally, every avenue should be explored to increase the cost consciousness of the operating supervision to the end that they will do much toward
solving their own problems before it is too late.
P R O J E C T S T AT U S R E P O R T
Co st
To
Date

Open
Co mmit ment s

Est. To
Co mplete

To t a l
Estimated
Co st

Co ntract
Pri ce

Over - ru n
(Under -run)

Di r ect Labo r flours
Di r ect Labo r Coat
Di r ect Mat er i al
Su b c o n tr a c t s
Ot her Di r ect C o st s
Overtime P remiu m
Tr av el
Co nsu l t ant s
Appl i cabl e Over heads
To t a l C o s t

EXHIBIT 5

Once the detail analysis and reporting techniques have been established for
the various elements of cost, preparation of summary reports for management
should present no problem. Such summary reports should obviously be concise. A suggested format for overall contract summary is presented in Exhibit 5. In addition to such a summary, selected problem areas can be highlighted in subsidiary schedules and charts. Schedule problems, individual work
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center under -run accomplishments or over -run potentials, milestone accomplishments or failures, etc., can be the subject of such special highlights. Stereotyped reports should be avoided, as often they fail to adequately portray problem
areas. Adapt the reports to the particular needs apparent, so that appropriate
management action can be directed to the area of need. Tell the story that
needs to be told!

Good -Work, Good -Will
Particular stress has been accorded the need for a well - conceived contract
budget plan to assist in maximizing the profitability of CPFF contracts. To
achieve that profit goal, the concept of tight control must be emphasized to the
same degree as in fixed price work, and the philosophy of "you can't lose on
CPFF work" should be eliminated. Definite responsibility budgets should be
established and progress reporting implemented to record and correlate expenditures and mile -stone accomplishments, together with estimates of expenditures
to completion. Such progressive analysis will highlight trouble areas in time
to take remedial action before contract dollars are irretrievably dissipated. In
addition to the beneficial internal effects that will accrue to the contractor, he
will incur the goodwill of his customer —the U. S. Government. That customer
does not have unlimited funds and a contractor who consistently performs
within contract funds will undoubtedly be considered with respect.

A CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS' LEASE -OR -BUY DECISION
by John S. Rennolds*
rent or buy
T decision is a common theoccurrence,
but
O M A N Y B U S I N ES S M E N

no simple formula may be applied to the
solution of every problem of this nature.
Due to differing conditions and varying factors, each problem has to be studied as to
the result the decision will have on the
balance sheet and operating statement. This
is true of construction contractors who not
only have general financial positions and
profits to consider but must carefully guard
working capital position. Performance and
payment bonds are often limited by work* Partner, Baker, Brydon, Rennolds, &
Whitt, Richmond, Virginia
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ing capital and many insurers follow a
"rough" rule of ten times working capital,
as a practical ceiling.
The example which follows presents the
case of a small construction contractor, a
corporation which, at the end of its first
year of operation prepared the balance
sheet and profit and loss statement shown
by Column A. Prepaid rent consisted of
payments of $2,200 per month as rentals
under a lease purchase agreement on a large
piece of equipment having a total cost price
of $44,000. At any time during the 20month period of the lease, the contractor
could exercise the option to purchase and
apply rentals paid against the purchase
71

price to the extent of $1,900 for each past
monthly payment. The questions raised
were:
1. Should all or part of the rental be
charged off.

price capitalized, and the liability for the
balance of the purchase price accrued. In
addition, depreciation at the rate of 20 per
cent should be provided. Column C shows
the effect of this decision.
In this instance, the contractor decided
that the more favorable profit picture was
of less importance than the substantial loss
of bonding capacity resulting from a buy
decision. It should also be pointed out
that this was a new corporation. For older
businesses, bonding companies might be inclined to give weight to other factors, such
as general financial position, favorable profit history, etc., but for a new business the
10 per cent working capital rule would be
an important measuring ratio.

2. Should the company continue to
rent or should the option to buy be
exercised.
It was first decided that the full annual
rental of $26,400 should be charged to cost
if the decision to buy had not been made.
Column B shows the effect of this decision.
It was also decided that, if the option to
buy were exercised at December 31, 1957,
the rental premium of $300 per month
($2,200 less $1,900) should be charged to
costs during the first year, the full purchase

-

THE "X" COMPANY

F I N A N C IA L S TA TE M E N TS F O R TH E YEA R E N D E D

Cash
Acco u nts re ce iva b le
C o n str u c tio n in p ro gre ss
Prepaid rent
Fixed assets
R e s er v e f o r d ep rec iat io n

C OL UMN A
$
7 600
153
55
26
39
(9

C OL UMN C
$
7 600
15 3 0 0 0
55 0 0 0
83 000
(17 8 0 0 )
$280 800

$151 000

$1 51 000

$17Z 200

31 800
49 200
40 000

18 1 0 0
49 200
27 3 0 0

25 400
49 200
34 0 0 0

To t a l lia b il it ie s a n d c a p it a l

$272 000

$245 600

$280 800

$743 800
652 000

$743 800
678 400

$743 800
664 400

$ 91 800

$ 65 400

$ 79 4 0 0

20 000

20 000

20 000

71 800

45 400

Wo r kin g c a p it a l
Estim a ted b o n d in g cap acity
(Te n t i m e s w o r kin g c a p it a l)

59 4 0 0

31 800

18 1 0 0

25 400

40 000

27

34 0 0 0

3 00

4 6 .5 00

$465 000

$

Ne t p ro fit fo r y e a r

$

Inco me taxes

$

Net p ro fit b efo re tax es

$

Ad m in istr ative an d ge n er al ex p en se

$

G r o s s pro fit

$

Value of wo rk perform ed
Cos t o f work p erform ed

$

$245 600

C u r re n t lia b ilities
Pr o v is io n f o r fe d e ra l in co m e t ax es
C ap ital sto ck
Pro f it a n d lo se (retain ed earn in gs)

$

$272 000

To t a l a s s e t s
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000
000
400
000
00 0 )

COLUMN B
$
7 600
15 3 0 0 0
55 0 0 0
-039 0 0 0
( 9 000 )

18 0 0 0

$180 00 0
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Sales Forecasting Methods and Their Place
in Long Range Planning
by J. WALTER ARDNER

emerging in our industry today leaves no
T room for decisions based on intuition,
whims or guess -work. The company
HE PROFESSIONAL M AN AG E M E N T

which makes decisions in this manner will soon fall by the wayside. To ensure
their companies' success in the future, management is finding that it is necessary
to devote more effort and energy to the area of management planning and to
attempt to look into the future in terms of 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and even
20 years. At the heart of the program for determining the long -range goal and
formulating die plans for the attainment of that goal is the long -range sales
forecast, because sales will determine the basis or level of activity.
The manner in which we are to approach this long -range forecast and goal
planning is the basis for this paper. While it is customary to call upon each
phase of management to contribute toward the planning of the short -range
forecast, we quite often find that top management has created a highly skilled
staff, usually built around economists, the sole purpose of which is to peer into
the future and provide management with the long -range forecast. However,
more and more, alert management is finding that the long -range forecast must
start with present conditions — present markets, market position enjoyed by the
company, the current earning ability of the company, and its current financial
position. This paper attempts to illustrate the manner in which the sales division
and primarily the sales forecasting department provides a ready -made team of
experts to ferret out answers to problems in reaching the pre - planned goal, which
are principally of a sales nature. The first part of the presentation will illustrate
the techniques used by the sales forecasting department in its every -day approach
to its problem. The second part will attempt to show how the information, and
the techniques developed to gather it, can be used in management's long -range
planning program where problems of a sales nature are involved.

J. WALTER ARDNER is Manager of the Sales Analysis Department of Kimble Glass
Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Owens - Illinois Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio.
Prior to his present position, Mr. Ardner had extensive experience in general a ccounting,
cost accounting and office management fields.
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Forecasting Techniques— Sources for the Backward Look
First, let us look at sales forecasting techniques and procedures. A good sales
forecasting procedure starts with known factors. These usually fall into three
categories:
1. The company sales of past years, broken down by grouping and
profit classification.
2. Industry and trade volume of sales and corresponding profit where
available.
3. Unusual factors affecting sales in the past.
The first set, namely, the sales of past years, is usually a by- product of sales
analysis. From a sales forecast perspective, the figures often require re -study and
re- classification from time to time, due to changes in products, profit margin,
competition, sales area, distribution methods or changes within the industry.
They are the most accurate figures dealt with and provide the basis for sales
forecasts. Exhibit 1 shows a typical sales analysis for a one -year period.
Industry and trade volumes of sales and profits are a bit more difficult to
secure, but, in most cases, are available through trade association, trade publications and various business magazines, such as Fortune, Forbes and Business
Week. The glass container industry, for example, is able to secure highly reliable statistics from The Glass Container Manufacturer's Institute, as about
95 per cent of the glass containers produced in the United States are made by
companies which are members. To verify and support this information, the glass
container industry can turn to the U. S. Department of Commerce, which publishes quite a complete break -down by lines of the various types of glass containers produced. Many other industries are similarly fortunate in having figures
available but, even in cases in which there are no industry statistics available,
there are ways of arriving at some sort of a yardstick.
At a recent sales forecasting seminar conducted by the American Management
Association, the market research manager of one of the large pharmaceutical
companies told how his company got around the problem when they started a
forecasting program. The researchers went back in their own company records
and listed sales for a number of years. They then collected annual reports of the
larger companies in their field and evaluated the sales of those companies
over a considerable period of time. In this manner, they were able to develop
a picture of the size of the industry and the manner of growth in the past by
comparing that information with population statistics, disposable personal income statistics and other data of that type. Thus, they were able to paint a
picture which was useful to them as a background for evaluations.
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The third set of known factors affecting sales may be even more difficult to
secure. Such considerations as inventory conditions, public economic sentiment,
competition and customer reaction are involved. However, since these elements
can be very vital in developing a true picture of past sales, it is important that
every effort be made to study and evaluate them. For example, a cool summer
can drastically affect the sale of devices which afford relief and comfort from
excessive heat, such as air conditioners and fans, with a resulting large carryover of inventory to a new season. Such a condition may be the basis of reduced
volume in the following season or may bring about the need for special sales
and special concessions to distributors, thus destroying the profit margin.
Public economic sentiment plays a very important part in over -all buying
habits of the individual consumer. The most marked examples have been World
War II and the Korean conflict. In each instance, the public sentiment swayed to
the idea that a shortage would develop and prices would rise. At the present
time, the public sentiment is leaning to the recessive side, with the result that
luxury goods have been particularly pinched while total gross national product
has increased. The introduction of a new product, the entrance of new companies into a field or the introduction of new less costly methods of manufacture
can drastically change the competitive position of other companies.
An excellent method found to emphasize this third group of factors is the
preparation of charts showing a company's physical volume of sales by industry
or comparable groupings for a period of at least five years in the past and showing also the total industry volume for the same period. This quickly discloses
what portion of the industry sales a company was able to capture from time to
time and enables pinpointing of factors that affected either the total industry or a company's relationship to the total industry. By relating factors in
this third group to the chart, it is possible to dramatically show this effect on
company sales, competitors sales and total industry sales.
Forecasting Techniques— Sources for the Forward Look
Since every company is faced with slightly different problems, there may be
other types of known factors needed for a particular company which have not
been discussed above. However, the foregoing illustrates the point that a good
sales forecast begins with known facts. Still, even with all of this array of facts,
we are not yet ready to set down our prediction of the future. The environment
of past years when those facts were created will be different from the environment of the future that is to be evaluated. For this reason, a picture must be
developed of the climate in which a company must operate during the period
for which the forecast is prepared. This is the crystal ball area, but there is
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much that can be done and must be done to reduce the amount of guess -work
and give a good sound basis for judgment of factors applicable to sales in the
ensuing period. This area of anticipated conditions has been divided into four
categories.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The economic outlook for the economy as a whole.
Factors affecting the outlook for a particular industry or trade.
Plans for a particular company during the forecast period.
Known plans of other companies in the industry or trade.

Most authorities on the subject of forecasting agree as to the importance of
the economic climate. In preparing the sales forecast, an informed opinion on
probable general business conditions must be developed. Logic can be used here.
Since business on a national level is the composite of a number of chain reactions of individual business transactions, it is not something that starts or
stops suddenly. Within this chain of reactions are many yardsticks which indicate the trend of business on a national level for varying periods into the future.
Among these yardsticks of national business indicators, every forecaster may
have preferences, but some of the more commonly used indicators may be mentioned. The first is the gross national product. This represents the total market
value of the output of goods and services produced by the entire national
economy. The second is personal income, composed of income received currently
by individuals, unincorporated businesses, and non -profit institutions. It covers
labor income, proprietor income, rental income of individuals, dividends and
personal interest. The third indicator which many forecasters use is referred
to as "disposable personal income." This is sometimes also referred to as "take home pay," because it eliminates the tax from the personal income factor. The
fourth statistic frequently used is construction activity. Construction represents
a very large segment of the national economy and consequently employs a
large number of people. Its activity has a very marked effect on general conditions. The fifth of the common indicators is the index to industrial production.
It is the measure of physical volume of production in the United States. The current index is related to a base of 100 which equals the average rate of production for the period of 1947 through 1949. For example, when you hear that
industrial production is at 144, it means that the physical volume of production is 44 per cent higher than the average for the years 1947 through 1949.
There are, of course, many other indexes which may be used by the forecaster, depending upon the particular industry and the particular problems
with which a company is faced. For example, there are price indexes which may
be very valuable. The wholesale price index is usually a pretty good forecast
A U G U S T , 1958
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of the demand for basic materials, while the consumer's price index is a measure of the cost of consumer items. Economic data of this type for past periods
and for the outlook of future periods is available through various sources. The
government is the chief collector and disseminator of much of this information.
Economic Indicators prepared for the Joint Economic Committee by the Council
of Economic Advisors, the Survey of Current Business, a U. S. Department of
Commerce periodical, and the Federal Reserve Bulletin are sources for most
of the information we have discussed.
The second set of outlook factors covers the particular industry or trade. For
example, a company manufacturing floor covering is vitally concerned with the
number of new homes starts planned for the coming year. It is also concerned
with the price range of the dwellings to be constructed, as well as certain other
indicated trends, such as the trends in preference that the builders are planning
to appeal to. From another angle, on items of a seasonal nature, the carryover from one season to another is of vital concern to the sales forecaster. Information of this nature usually must be sought by the forecaster from industry
and trade associations. In the area of factors affecting the outlook for a particular
industry or trade must fall the matter of possible technological changes. All
of us are aware of the new synthetic fibers developed over the past 10 or 15
years to compete with the old stand -bys of cotton, wool, silk and linen. As each
new fiber made its way into everyday use, it was bound to have its effect upon
the wool or cotton industries and provide factors which the forecasters in those
industries had to consider. With the increased emphasis on research and development, the forecaster must be ever alert for such technological factors that
can affect a particular industry or trade.
The third area of anticipated factors which must be dealt with are the plans
of the company for the forthcoming forecast period. What are the plans? Will
sales go along the same as they did during the past period, with the same products, sales force, and advertising media, and retain or increase the sales position? Are changes in mind? How will those changes affect sales and related
costs. This is the area, of course, where forecasters usually employ what is
known as the "one -two" approach. On the first round, they pick up all known
conditions. After the forecast figures have been accumulated, management
reviews and decides what must be done to change them.
The fourth of the factors which require a reading of the future deals with
the plans and programs of competitors in the field. Quite often forecasters are
left completely in the dark in this area, since it is something that competitors
may very carefully try to keep confidental. On the other hand, there is often
considerable information which is either public information or can be learned
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by a company's sales force through the industry "grapevine." Such information
as the entry of new companies into the field or bringing into production of new
production facilities by competitors is very often known quite well in advance
and composes factors which may considerably affect future sales. On the other
hand, such information as stepped up advertising by competitors, expansion of
sales organizations, entrance of competitors into sales areas in which they have
not formerly been engaged, and introduction of new products by competitors
usually trickles back to the sales department from the sales force in the field.
All such information must be weighed and evaluated for its possible effect upon
the sales picture for the forecast period.
With the foregoing information available, the forecaster is now prepared to
establish his forecast figures. If recommended procedures have been diligently
followed, plus whatever other special approaches a particular company or industry may show a need for —in addition to a generous helping of good common
sense —the forecast figures should be quite reliable. Should there be a need
for the forecaster to justify the basis for a certain deduction, only well - fortified
convincing information should be used.
The Use of Forecasting Techniques in Long -Range Planning
We now come to the second part of this paper, namely, the manner in which
the above techniques can be used by management to seek out logical solutions
to problems associated with the pre - planned goal. Obviously, if the goal is to be
realistic, it must be one that can be obtained and, when obtained, will provide
the company with the kind of profit and growth that is desired. A realistic goal
requires a foundation and, as mentioned earlier, this foundation must be based
upon concrete facts. Since most of the concrete facts can only be associated with
past history, a logical starting point begins with present conditions. Long -range
goals should be an outgrowth of long -range forecasts and the latter an outgrowth
of present conditions and the short -range forecast. Hence, it is only logical that
the sales forecasting department be an integral part of the long -range forecasting
committee.
The purpose of this paper is to show how current operating personnel and,
in this case, specifically the sales forecasting department can be utilized to advantage in determining the pre - planned goal, but it would be wrong to give the
impression that current operating personnel should be responsible for the long range goal. As pointed out earlier, the long -range goal is of primary concern
to top management. Most of us will also quickly agree that, if current operating
personnel were responsibile for long -range goals, it would soon play second
fiddle to every -day problems and, at the very least, be unduly influenced by everyAU G US T , 1958
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day activities. While it is true that, in determining long -range forecasts, a realistic start begins with present conditions, it is also equally true that looking further into the future requires study of a business climate much less clear. While
there are numerous signposts which foretell of likely conditions a generation
hence, it is very important that reliance for confirmation of this be made on people fully- trained in economics to develop the long -range economic outlook. A
long -range goal team, with the economist on the staff, must, therefore be responsible for the long -range forecast. However, this team should include the
sales forecasting staff.
In preparing the long -range forecast, much of the data already discussed can
and should be utilized. The primary difference between the short and long range forecast is the evaluation of the economic climate and other changeable
factors that must be faced in the less - clearly- defined future period. However,
much of the real value of the sales forecasting experts comes into play in goal
planning after the long -range forecast has been prepared. Management usually
finds that the long -range forecast is not the type of picture that they would
prefer it to be. If the company is to attain the kind of growth and profit desired,
it becomes obvious that management will have to take some steps at this time,
or at some time in the not too distant future, to provide the atmosphere and
conditions under which the company can attain the goal desired. If the goal
indicates a need for increasing the sales volume and the profit margin, several
logical approaches are available. The first would be to look for expansion and
growth within the present frame of operations, while the second would call
for an analysis of possibilities outside of the present lines.
Under growth of present operations might fall the re- evaluation of the company's position in highly competitive industries, the expansion of domestic
markets or the entering into foreign markets, and the changing of advertising
programs or of sales and distribution methods. Whatever the problem in this
area that management is faced with in evaluating the long -range goal, if it is
one which lends itself to the sales forecasting techniques already established, then the sales forecasting department experts should be utilized to seek
the answers upon which logical decisions can be made. For example, if the problem is one of expansion in the domestic market area, before such action is
taken, analysis and evaluation of those markets must be made. Can they be
economically reached from present production facilities? What sort of competition will be encountered in the new marketing area? What are the anticipated population growth trends or industrial growth trends in the area under
consideration? The answers to problems of this type may very well be at the
finger tips of the sales forecasting people as a result of exploration which has
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been done in this area in determining and solving current forecasting problems.
The economic practicability of entering foreign markets may also have been
explored by the sales forecasting department. If not, the department may be a
logical group to do such exploration, since sources of marketing information
with which it is already familiar may be the source of such information on
foreign markets as well. Its staff may be able to secure considerable information
through trade associations on the results that other companies have had in the
various foreign markets.
If the long -range goal involves the economic practicability and probable success of stepped up advertising programs, who would be better prepared to evaluate and accumulate information on the probable results of advertising in the
different media and at different levels of saturation? Obviously, the sales forecast people must be familiar with the success of advertising if they are to
properly evaluate the short -term forecasting, and if the results of past advertising programs are available and have been analyzed.
The possibility for expansion and growth within the present frame of operation may take the form of new products. Here several alternatives may well
want to be considered. The first would be a new product that may be developed
by the company's research and engineering divisions. In this respect, the sales
analysis group of the sales forecasting department may provide logical suggestions for potential products or changes to present products, based upon information picked up in the consumer area. They may also provide valuable
information on timing of the introduction of new products, which can be of
value in the customer acceptance of the product as well as the psychological
effect upon the company's own sales organization. Secondly, consideration must
be given to the addition of known standard products or product lines to the
company's existing sales lines to better utilize the sales organization or to meet
competition. Conversely, it might even be that a company's product could be
merchandised through another sales organization with a resulting increased
margin of profit.
The second general area in which the sales forecasting techniques and information may be valuable in developing the pre - planned goal is in the evaluation of proposed growth for the company outside of present operations. This
growth may come about by entering entirely new fields through developing new
production and sales facilities within the company or it may take the form of
acquiring already existing producton and sales facilities in the field through
mergers and acquisitions. In either case, considerable study and analysis is required if management is to make logical decisions and many of these studies
must be concerned with the sales problems. Again, the sales forecasting deA U G U S T , 19 58
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partment can be of tremendous value in the collection of known existing conditions in the potential industries, such as the size of the market, market
location, prices and probable costs, as well as companies already engaged in the
field. Along with known facts of past conditions, there are other aspects that
must be considered, namely, the potential growth of the new venture or ventures in the future. Is the new field under consideration one in which growth
is anticipated? If so, from what direction will the growth take place? Will there
be a greater public acceptance of products in the field? Will it mean the development of untapped market areas? Or is the field one in which the changing
aspect of the population, not only from the size but from the different age
aspects, becomes a factor that will provide potential growth?
Evaluation of whether or not the field should be approached by developing
production facilities and sales organization within the company or by acquiring
a going business already established is, again, an area in which sales forecasting
information and technique may be of considerable value. If the field is one in
which established companies are firmly entrenched, the possibility of breaking
into the market might provide considerable challenge and, in addition, require
a considerable period of time before a satisfactory sales and profit picture is
reached. On the other hand, in considering possible acquisitions or mergers,
will those proposed provide the company with the facilities and marketing
outlets that it desires? What is the reputation of the firm under consideration
in so far as the sales market and product is concerned? What kind of sales
organization does the firm under consideration have now and how will the
sales organization fit into the sales organization of the company? Will the acquisition or merger provide an improved sales outlet for present products and
to what extent?

The Long -Range Grows Shorter Fast
It can be seen from the foregoing that, while the long -range goal planning
approach provides management with some problems which are unusual in both
scope and the manner in which they must be handled, they are problems which
can be approached from a somewhat scientific manner through organization and
facilities presently within the company. Secondly, we can see that, to attempt
to divorce the long -range goal planning from present organization and management, may be a mistake on the score of not utilizing the information and skills
of personnel available. What is probably of more importance, this separation
loses for the planning function, the support of the sense of judgment that operating personnel develop in their every -day contact with reality.
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There is one further aspect to be mentioned which bears on the wisdom of
utilizing the existing forecasting department as a part of the long -range planning. This planning must continually be re- evaluated and changed, just as the
short -range planning must be re- evaluated and changed, to take into consideration
new conditions not apparent before. Needless to say, time moves on. What is
today's long -range forecast will be tomorrow's short -range planning and the
next day's operations. The utilization of a sales forecasting department in long range goal planning of the company is a way of preparing sales forecasting
personnel to do a better short -range forecasting job.

DIRECT COSTING PASSES THE "FUTURE BENEFIT" TEST
by Robert B.Wetnighf*
T IS SOMEWHAT UNFORTUNATE

I

that di-

rect costing and absorption costing have
been treated as opposites. In fact, these
methods are complementary. The advocates
of direct costing claim tha t, by its u se, the
impact of varying volumes upon profits can
be measured properly. The advocates of
absorption costing maintain that, under
their method, full produ ct costs can be developed so that pricing policies and related
aspects of the bu siness can be studied. T he
simple fact is that a well- informed management needs the direct cost as well as the
full cost. Each has its place in planning
and controlling. Since both costs are
needed, companies which a re on absorption
costing develop the direct cost by statistical
analysis. Companies which are using direct
costing must develop the full cost by statistical analysis.
This means tha t, if both costs a re needed
and if one must be developed from an
analysis of the accounts and the other directly from the accounts, some other test
* Head, Accounting Department, School
of Business, Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, Michigan
A U G U S T , 19 58

should be used to determine how the accounts are to be kept. Excluding for the
moment highly important intermediate uses,
the end result of costing techniques is to
establish a valuation that will be assigned
to the inventories for the purpose of determining periodic income. It would appear
tha t the method to be used in the accounts
should be one which most fu lly meets this
requirement.
Exclusive of the cash and near cash
items in the balance sheet, the purpose of
carrying items in this statement is to provide a resting place for them before they
are transferred to the income statement.
Thus, the income statement is dominant.
The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants defines an asset as "something
represented by a debit balance (other than
a deficit) that is or would be properly
carried forward upon a closing" (Accounting Terminology Bulletin, No. 1, Review
and Resume p. 13 ALA, 19 53 ). This is
consistent with the basic concept that income will be mea sured by the ma tching of
the revenue of a period and the related
costs incurred in providing this revenue.
Let us look at this matching concept as
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it applies to equipment. The reason for
capitalizing equipment costs is to hold the
incurred costs until the proper time to
transfer them to income in the form of depreciation expense. If this is true, then it
is also true that the main purpose of accounting for inventories is to hold those
incurred costs which attach to inventoriable
items until they are transferred to the income statement as cost of goods sold. The
problem is to define what costs are held
and what costs are transferred to income
immediately.
To go back to the example of equipment, it seems that the major test to be
used is the one of "fu tu re benefit." If there
is to be no futu re benefit from the expenditure for equipment, there would be no reason for deferring the expensing of the
incurred costs. Also, if there is to be no
future benefit from inventonable costs incurred in the future accounting periods,
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then there should he no reason to capitalize
these costs and hold them in the balance
sheet. If this test of future benefit is applied to the two methods of costing under
discussion, it can be seen that direct costing
most closely fits the requirements In the
first place, there is a future benefit from
the incurrence of variable costs. These costs
will not need to be incurred in a future
period. However, in the case of the fixed
costs, no future benefit exists, since these
costs will be incurred during the future
period, no matter what the level of operations.
The final point to remember is that there
is no single cost that can serve all purposes.
The accounts can be maintained only on
one basis. Thus, the selection of the basis
to be used should be one that has the most
universal benefit In an era of emphasis on
the income statement, direct costing seems
to be the logical method.
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Audit Control of
Time - and - Material Subcontracting
6y PHILIP E. PAINE
frequently is found more practicable
T than the fixed price contract in connection
with the procurement of enHE

TIME- AND - MATERIAL CON T RACT

gineering services, experimental work, new parts and special tooling, in which
such factors as short lead time and exacting specifications make it difficult to
accurately estimate total costs. Currently, with government spending for defense
on the increase, the time - and - material contract takes on added significance for
many prime contractors. Recently, at least two major defense contractors have
been under fire by the General Accounting Office for their laxity in administering such subcontracts. Referring to one of these firms, the General Accounting
Office made this statement in a report to Congress, "Unnecessary cost was incurred by the Government through the extensive use of time - and - materials subcontracts without adequate cost controls." (As quoted in Aviation Week, March
31, 1 9 5 8 ) . In view of the Government's concern, management and accounting
people of firms engaged in missile production and other defense contracts, will
find it worth while to consider the control features as well as the advantages of
time -and- material procurement.
The time - and - material type purchase order, or contract, provides for the pro curement of supplies or services on the basis of direct labor hours expended,
plus material at cost. The hours are billed at fixed rates which include labor,
overhead and profit. Material handling costs may be included in the charge for
material at cost but only to the extent that they are clearly excluded from any factor of the charge computed against direct labor hours. Unfortunately, this type
of purchasing commitment does not encourage efficiency and, in fact, is susceptible to certain abuses which are detrimental to otherwise sound procurement
policies. Not only will the supplier's profit and overhead absorption increase
with the use of direct labor but also he may be tempted to use less expensive
grades of labor than contemplated at the time the rates were negotiated. The
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time - and - material type contract lacks the purchasing advantages of competitive
bidding and, therefore, it becomes imperative that the purchaser establish adequate controls against the possibility of inefficiency and misuse.
This paper describes how one company, a defense contractor, engaged in the
research, development and manufacture of communication equipment, established effective audit controls over the time- and - material procurement of supplies. A program encompassing these controls was formulated in the internal
audit department which has as one of its functions the responsibility for auditing subcontractors. The essence of the program is a survey -type audit of each
subcontractor as the basis for negotiating fair and reasonable time - and - material
rates applicable to all such contracts with these suppliers. This program, of
course, is in addition to the more common internal controls and checks over
procurement. It should be noted, too, that the prime contractor is obligated under
government cost -type contracts to review subcontractors' cost, and so the program must be acceptable to the cognizant government audit agency. This is not
to say that the program should be considered inflexible. On the contrary, it is
quite adaptable to other areas of procurement where the time- and - material or
similiar approach is necessary or desirable. But the very fact that the audit is
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conducted in lieu of an audit by the Government, provides convincing leverage
in the event the subcontractor is hesitant to open his books.
The Survey Audit Program and Starting the Audit
The objectives of the audit program are three in number: ( 1 ) to audit completed jobs, (2) to review the supplier's time - keeping system, and (3) to obtain reliable accounting data as the basis for negotiating a Time - and - Material
Pricing Agreement (Exhibit 1). Each audit is followed up with a visit by a
team consisting of a staff man from the purchasing department and a representative from the internal audit department. This team, with the auditor serving
in an advisory capacity, negotiates with the subcontractor time - and - material rates
to be incorporated in the fixed term agreement. The team also is in an excellent
position to survey the supplier's operation and facilities and report back to
engineering and purchasing any information which may be of use in evaluating
the supplier as a source. Preceding the audit, the buyer contacts the supplier
to arrange a date and explain briefly the purpose of the survey audit. This simple
TI ME A N D M AT E R IA L AU D I TS IN F O R M AT IO N Q U E S TI O N N A IR E
I.
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A.
B.
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courtesy is rewarded in the reception accorded the auditor when he arrives at
a later date. There is no place in this type of program for a surprise audit. The
audit usually requires one day and is logically divided into three phases:
1. The introduction, which affords an opportunity for the auditor
and representatives of the supplier to get acquainted.
2. The Questionnaire, (Exhibit 2) which contains in comprehensive
outline form specific areas of questions designed to guide the
auditor in familiarizing himself with the organization, personnel,
and accounting system of the supplier. The last section of the outline includes a review of the supplier's financial statements.
3. The audit of completed jobs, in which several recent invoices are
selected for verification of hours and materials charged, and which
also provides an opportunity to appraise the supplier's timekeeping and lob cost systems.
Before leaving the supplier's premises, the auditor can arrange a convenient
date for the rate negotiation meeting. After completing the held work, he can
either return to his office before calculating time - and - material rates or he can
complete this job in the field so that the actual negotiations can be scheduled to
take place almost immediately following the audit.
Upon his arrival at the supplier's office or shop, the auditor presents himself immediately to the president or some other designated officer. It is well
at this point to spend a few minutes explaining the purpose of the audit. Almost
certainly the supplier will have only a vague understanding of the auditor's purpose and may even tend to be somewhat resentful. For this reason, it helps to
include a provision in the time - and - material purchase order which reserves the
right to examine the supplier's records supporting the hours charged. Where
defense contracts are involved, the auditor should point out that the audit program is designed to protect the Government's interest at the subcontract level
and, to that extent, relieves the supplier of the burden of a more extensive audit
by the cognizant government audit agency. Moreover, it is worthwhile to remind the suppliers that time - and - material procurement involves little or no risk
to him, whereas the risk to the prime contractor is considerable.
After the supplier has a clear understanding of the audit objectives, he will
usually invite the auditor to accept a tour of the shop and facilities. This will
provide an opportunity for the auditor to observe the over -all appearance and
condition of the shop and its equipment. He should also be alert with respect
to the employment level, time- keeping system in use, and apparent work attitude
of shop personnel. Before filling out the questionnaire, the auditor is welladvised to request records he will need in order to complete his work. These
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will ordinarily include the most recent balance sheet and profit and loss statement, relatively recent job orders and supporting time records, and such payroll
records as are necessary to permit computations of direct labor rates. Occasionally,
some resistance is met from officers of dosely -held companies to the request
for a profit and loss statement. In such instances, it is well to give assurance
of strict confidence and to explain that it is impossible to complete the audit
without reviewing this statement and that, accordingly, the supplier would be
denied any future time- and - material business.
Filling Out the Questionnaire
In all probability, depending upon the size of the supplier's operation, the
chief executive or other officer designated by him, will choose to supply the information contained in the questionnaire. The questions, of course, can be omitted or expanded as required. The important consideration is that all necessary
points be developed in a logical, comprehensive manner to give the auditor and
his company all the information required to make an intelligent appraisal. The
questions in the last section of the questionnaire are pertinent to possible adjustments to the supplier's direct labor and overhead. This matter will be dealt with
later in the discussion of the time- and - material calculation. However, at this
point in the audit, it is appropriate to request answers to these questions:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10

11.
12.
13•

Does direct labor include pay for vacations, holidays and sick
leaves?
Is the premium portion of overtime pay included in direct labor?
Does direct labor include the nonproductive time of supervisors
and officers?
Is engineering design labor segregated?
What is the composition of the indirect labor account?
Do depreciation charges appear reasonable?
Is engineering overhead shown separately?
Who is included in the officers' salaries account and are salaries
reasonable ?
Does the travel and entertainment account appear reasonable?
What average work week is anticipated for the next six months?
Does the supplier expect to increase wage rates during the next
six months?
Does a review of overhead accounts suggest any significant nonrecurring items?
Does the supplier anticipate any unusually heavy expenditures
in the near future?
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The extent of questions asked can only be determined after reviewing the
financial statements and on the basis of other facts coming to the auditor's attention during the audit. Usually most of these questions will be found to be
pertinent to the calculation of accurate tune - and - material rates.
Often, in order to determine time - and - material rates, it is necessary to compute two overhead rates —one for "build" and a separate rate for engineering
design. Usually the books segregate engineering direct labor from shop labor,
so that establishing separate bases on which to compute these rates is a simple
matter. However, it is often necessary to review overhead for items identifiable
as applicable only to engineering and, to the extent this is possible, the auditor
later transfers these items on his rate calculation work sheet from the "build"
column to the "design" column. He may find a few expense items, such as depreciation, rent, and light, which are applicable to both "build" and design. In
this event, it is not too difficult to estimate the amounts pertaining to each department and to make the necessary transfers.
No attempt is made to separate selling, general, and administrative expenses
between the two departments but, rather an over -all general and administrative
rate applicable to the total direct cost dollar for each department is calculated.
In view of the fact that design direct cost is substantially less than "build" direct
cost, this method results in a satisfactory apportionment of general and administrative expense for time - and - material purposes.
The average hourly wage rate is also vital to the determination of each time and- material rate. Separate average wage rates can be established for manufacturing and design, using the current rates for all regular direct labor employees
as they appear on the payroll register. (Although these rates are sometimes
computed from total direct labor cost and hours for a given period, smaller
shops are not so apt to maintain a record of cumulative direct labor hours.)
From the standpoint of administration and future invoice audits, it is well to
avoid establishing separate rates for each of varous job classifications. Occasionally, the direct labor payroll will include indirect labor employees. Consequently,
it is advisable to scrutinize this record and to eliminate wages representing nonproductive labor, before computing the average rate. It is most important that
the average hourly wage rate used in computing the audited time - and - material
rate consist only of the wage rates of employees who charge time to jobs. Likewise, the auditor should determine whether the officers charge time to jobs and,
to that extent, include estimated hourly rates for them.
On the theory that overtime is applied proportionately to all jobs in the shop,
it is satisfactory to include an overtime factor in the average rate, rather than
to attempt to establish a separate overtime rate.
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Conducting the Invoice Audit
The invoice audit is valuable and yet not time - consuming. The auditor selects
several representative invoices recently paid and verifies the hours billed by
tracing them back through the job order to the time cards. Any weaknesses in
the time- keeping and job cost systems become apparent immediately. The system should provide for the accurate recording on time cards of time charged to
jobs and it should provide for the reconciliation of total hours charged to jobs
with total hours reported for payroll purposes. In some shops, deficiencies will
be noted and corrective procedures can be recommended.
One shop, located close to the prime contractor's plant and therefore considered a valuable supplier, was not using a job order system. In this case, a
system was designed and its use explained to the officer of the firm. Later, during a follow -up audit they reported how pleased they were with the information
and control it provided. In two other audits, flagrant over - billings were disclosed.
In each case, the examination was extended to include all invoices rendered
over several years and resulted in substantial refunds to the prime contractor.
But, aside from any possible monetary benefit, the psychological value of these
audits should be recognized, particularly if they are conducted on a continuous
basis.
Usually the auditor can verify material charges, where significant, by comparing them with invoices or standard cost lists. It will be found that most
shops traditionally add a markup of 10 per cent to cover material freight and
handling costs. Invariably these costs are included in overhead, meaning that
the markup is tantamount to profit on material and is, therefore, a violation of
time- and - material subcontracting. The elimination of these markups alone can
contribute to a worthwhile reduction in costs.
Calculating Time - and-Material Rates
Having completed the survey- audit, the auditor has all the information he
will need in order to compute the time - and - material rates to be used in negotiating with the subcontractor. For this purpose, a worksheet (Exhibit 3) was
designed on which to show direct labor, overhead, adjustments and the actual
computation of rates the subcontractor's books will support. This worksheet
not only serves as a convenient method for determining the rates but also provides a permanent record for future reference. Typically, adjustments to direct
labor will include a provision for a proposed wage increase, the transfer of
non - productive wages to overhead, and the transfer of vacation and holiday
pay to overhead. Overtime premium frequently is included in direct labor
A U G U S T , 19 58
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TI M E - A N D - M A T E R I A L R A T E D E T E R M I N A T I O N W O R K S H E E T

DIR EC T LABOR
Per b o oks
Ad ju s tm e nt s — In cre as e o r (d e c re a s e ):

TO T A L

"B UI LD "

DESIGN

OTHER

Ad j u s t ed d i rect lab o r
M A N UF A C TUR I N G O V E R H E A D
Per b o oks
Adjus tmen ts— Incre ase o r (d ecrea se):
Ad j u st e d m fg. o ve r h e a d
M f g. o v e r h e a d r a t e ( % )
GE N E R A L & ADMIN. O V E R H E A D
Per bo oks
Ad j u s t m e n ts — In c rea s e o r (de c re a s e ):
Ad j u s t e d G & A o ve rh e a d
G & A overhead ra te
TI M E - A N D - M A TE R I A L R A TE S
Av er ag e d ir e ct l a b o r co s t p e r h o u r
Mf g . o v e r h e a d p e r d i r e c t l a b o r d o l l a r
. To t a l d ir e c t c o s t
G & A o ve rh ea d p e r d i re ct c o s t d o ll ar
Pro fit
A d j u s t e d T im e - a n d - M a t e r ia l
ra t e
R at es n ego t iat ed

EXHIBIT 3

although no adjustment is called for here, since the average direct labor wage
rates include overtime. Total direct labor after adjustments, then, is the base
on which overhead rates are determined.
Adjustments to manufacturing and engineering overheads will normally include, of course, transfers from direct labor in addition to transfers between
the two departments. Occasionally, it is necessary to make adjustments for unreasonable salaries, rent, depreciation, anticipated wage increases, and transfers
to or from general and administrative overhead. To a large extent, adjustments
and transfers are based on reasonableness and accepted accounting principles as
well as on the detail provided by the accounting system.
Adjustments to the general and administrative overhead are likely to arise
from unreasonable salaries, bonuses and entertainment expense. In determining
the extent of any adjustment to salaries, it is necessary to consider the size of
the firm and to make a comparison with salaries paid by similar companies.
Where it is desirable, for rate determination purposes, to make a significant
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downward adjustment in the amount shown for officer's salaries, the negotiating team can point out to the management involved that the amount eliminated
properly belongs in profit rather than overhead. In one audit of a larger -thanaverage shop, $50,000 was eliminated in this manner without the slightest
objection from the officers directly concerned. On the other hand, in at least
two audits, the officers' salary item was adjusted upward, for purposes of rate
calculations, where their compensation was grossly understated.
Reference to the bottom portion of Exhibit 3 will show how the time -andmaterial rates are determined. Beginning with the average direct labor cost per
hour as previously computed, the auditor adds manufacturing (or engineering)
overhead per direct labor dollar. This rate is arrived at by dividing the adjusted
overhead by adjusted direct labor. The result is total direct cost per hour,
to which is added general and administrative overhead per direct cost dollar.
General and administrative rate is determined by dividing adjusted general and
administrative overhead by the total of adjusted direct labor and adjusted
manufacturing overhead. The profit factor is left to be added during the actual
negotiations.
After each audit, a confidential report is prepared and sent to the purchasing
agent and any others who may be authorized to receive it. The report contains
transcripts of the subcontractor's financial statements, a completed questionnaire,
and a detailed statement of the rate calculations, together with the auditor's
comments. Before engaging in negotiations with the subcontractor, the audit
worksheet is presented to the purchasing department with whom all proposed
adjustments are carefully reviewed. Consequently, the purchasing representative is familiar with how the rates are computed and has an opportunity to
concur in the adjustments made. This is important if the negotiating team is
to effectively represent management in dealing with subcontractors.
Negotiating Time - and- Moferial Rates
Negotiations are conducted in the subcontractor's shop, with the president
and his chief accountant in attendance. Where the subcontractor employs an
outside accounting firm, a member of that firm who is familiar with the operations and accounting system may be invited, as his presence helps to promote
mutual understanding in discussions of accounting questions. The negotiator
opens the negotiations with a brief statement relative to the risks involved in
time - and - material subcontracting and the consequent need for controls. The
subcontractor should be made aware of why negotiated time - and - material rates
are considered necessary in the proper administration of these contracts. MoreAUGU ST, 1958
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over, it is pointed out that no vendor will receive time - and - material orders in
the absence of a legally executed agreement. The negotiator should also explain that, although the agreement normally will be binding for a fixed term —
in this case six months — either party is free to request a revision in rates based
on significant changes in direct labor or overhead arising prior to the expiration
of that term.
To force disclosure in negotiations of the detail underlying calculated rates,
the negotiator can suggest that the contractor quote "build" and design rates
which he believes he can justify. Frequently, the rates quoted are reasonably
close to those his books will support after adjustments, and a satisfactory rate
is quickly negotiated. Sometimes, however, the spread is especially wide and
it becomes necessary to discuss major adjustments or the profit factor. In negotiating fair rates, there is no substitute for the application of sound business
judgment. In line with his premise, the negotiator should consider the subcontractor's record of service, efficiency and performance, as well as the purely
accounting information of over -all profit on cost and earnings of comparable
firms. Moreover, the negotiator should not lose sight of the fact that the average margin of profit historically earned by the business is probably more than
adequate for time - and - material work for which the risk is negligible.
Tangible and Intangible Results
Most audits have contributed, to an important degree, to lower time -andmaterial rates than those previously in effect. A few have been substantially
lower. Through these audits, the auditor has an excellent opportunity to review
certain phases of his own company's procurement practices. Over and above
the dollar savings and control provided, the program offers several intangible
benefits. Not only is the auditor in a position to evaluate and suggest improvements in the supplier's accounting systems, but also he can take note of pertinent questions raised by the suppliers and carry these back to his purchasing,
accounting and engineering departments. Functioning in these capacities, he
can contribute to improved relations between his firm and the subcontractor,
who is important to his company's continued success. And, too, he can promote more respect for his organization by virtue of these audits.
Although it is impossible in this paper to discuss all facets and ramifications
of the subcontractor audit program, we hope we have at least suggested the
possibilities it offers. A continuing program of time- and - material audits is a
real as well as a psychological influence in controlling this method of procurement, which too often does not receive the close attention it deserves.
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